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Abstrat
Polygons are desribed as almost-onvex if their perimeter diers from
the perimeter of their minimum bounding retangle by twie their `on-
avity index', m. Suh polygons are alled m-onvex polygons and are
haraterised by having up to m indentations in the side. We use a `divide
and onquer' approah, fatorising 2-onvex polygons by extending a line
along the base of its indents. We then use the inlusion-exlusion prini-
ple, the Hadamard produt and extensions to known methods to derive
the generating funtions for eah ase.
1 Introdution
This is the seond in a series of papers that look at families of m-onvex self-
avoiding polygons (SAPs). In the rst [1℄ we outlined the 50-year history of
polygon enumeration on the square lattie before enumerating the m = 1 ase.
This began when Temperley [2℄ dened enumeration problems involving self-
avoiding walks (SAWs) that are neessarily losed, forming SAPs. Exat results
in this area have generally been diult to obtain, whereas asymptoti results
have been more numerous. For example, Hammersley [3℄ showed that there
exists a ertain exponential asymptoti growth in the number of SAWs, ounted
by their length, and SAPs, ounted by their perimeter, whih is known to be
the same for a given lattie. Furthermore, for length n, it is believed that their
asymptoti behaviour is desribed by µnnγ−1, where µ is the growth onstant
and γ the ritial exponent.
Exat results have so-far required the restrition of SAPs to sublasses that
are in some way onvex. In two dimensions, onvexity means that the perimeter
is equal in length to the minimum bounding retangle (MBR). Column-onvexity
means that any vertial ross-setion may only interset the the polygon twie,
suh that all olumns are onneted. Examples of onvex and olumn-onvex
polygons an be seen in Figure 1. In 1997, Bousquet-Mélou and Guttmann [4℄
(BMG) gave exat results for onvex SAPs of three dimensions and a method
for their enumeration in an arbitrary dimension [4℄, whih was based on the
priniple of inlusion-exlusion. This beame entral to the methods used in the
previous paper [1℄, and will be one of several methods used throughout this
paper.
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(a) A pyramid. (b) A unimodal, or direted
onvex polygon.
() A onvex polygon. (d) A olumn-onvex polygon.
Figure 1: Some examples of onvex polygons that are in some way onvex.
Enting et al. [5℄ desribed polygons as almost-onvex if their perimeter dif-
fers from the perimeter of their minimum bounding retangle by twie their
`onavity index', m. Suh polygons are alled m-onvex polygons and are har-
aterised by having up to m indentations in the side. Examples of 1-onvex
and 2-onvex polygons an be found in Figure 2. Enting et al. proeeded to
derive the asymptoti behaviour of the number of m-onvex polygons aording
to their perimeter, n for m = o(
√
n). The results were onrmed for the ase
m = 0 (i.e. onvex polygons) by the known perimeter generating funtion. Soon
after their paper was submitted, Lin [6℄ derived the exat generating funtion
for 1-onvex polygons, using a `divide and onquer' tehnique introdued to the
problem of onvex animals (the interior of a onvex SAP) by Klarner and Rivest
[7℄. His result provided support for a onjeture in [5℄, giving the next term in
the asymptoti expansion. The previous paper [1℄ then re-derived the generating
funtions for 1-onvex polygons in an eort to generalise the methodology and
extended the results to osulating
1
and neighbour-avoiding
2
polygons.
So why are we interested in almost-onvex polygons? Column-onvex poly-
gons are asymptotially more numerous than our almost-onvex polygons. So
if we are trying to generalise to obtain SAPs, shouldn't that be a faster av-
enue of investigation? The answer to this question lies in the fat that we are
interested in understanding how the generating funtions hange as we grad-
ually relax the onvexity restrition in all diretions. For example, as deeper
indentations are allowed in the side of the polygons, we may start to see dense
and omplex shapes that beome fratal patterns in the limit as the hole depth
grows signiantly fast with respet to the perimeter. Column-onvex polygons,
1
Osulating polygons are those that may touh themselves, but not ross.
2
Neighbour-avoiding polygons are those that may not oupy a neighbouring lattie vertex
without being onneted by an ar.
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(a) A 1-onvex polygon. (b) A 2-onvex polygon.
Figure 2: Some examples of almost-onvex polygons, with the minimum bound-
ing retangle marked.
in ontrast, lose the onvexity restrition in one diretion altogether, and we do
not learn anything about the omplex behaviour of those polygons that are the
least onvex. We would therefore like to predit how the form of the generating
funtions hanges as the onavity index grows. This will give us a means of
understanding what happens in the saling limit as the onavity index grows
in proportion to the perimeter.
In this paper, we start be revisiting the fatorisation used by Lin [6℄ for
almost-onvex polygons. We then introdue the methodology used in our re-
sults, followed by examples of its appliation in re-deriving 1-onvex generating
funtions. We then enumerate all the separate building bloks required in the
fatorisation of 2-onvex polygons, before enumerating 2-stairase, 2-unimodal
and 2-onvex polygons using the `divide and onquer' approah.
The Temperley method is entral to the enumeration of partially onvex
polygons. The so-alled `funtional-Temperley' method allowed Bousquet-Mélou
[8℄ to enumerate lasses of olumn-onvex polygons. It diers from the Temper-
ley method in that it an be used to onatenate several large enumerable fators
rather than individual olumns, suh that the building bloks may be harater-
istially dierent. A variation [9℄ allowed for the enumeration of ertain lasses
of animals, represented as heaps of dimers. Rehnitzer [10℄ identied these meth-
ods as equivalent, the superiority of one over the other lying in its ease of use
and appropriateness to the reurrene relation underlying the problem.
The approah that has been used repeatedly by Lin [1113℄ in the on-
strution of onvex polygons is to build them up vertially, blok by blok.
The funtional-Temperley method an therefore be used in this ase. One tool
whih an be used to `join' polygonal bloks together is the Hadamard produt
(see [10℄). This is partiularly useful when a few bloks need to be joined in a
non-reurring manner. It means that polygons with a side length enumerated
aording to a ertain parameter an be joined along those sides, removing the
ars along the respetive side perimeters and reating a larger polygon. We will
use the Hadamard produt in alulating most of the generating funtions in
this paper.
In enumerating 1-onvex polygons, Lin ran a line along the bottom of the
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indent of a 1-onvex polygon, suh that it is fatored into three distint parts.
Assuming that the indent ours on the top, he divided all the possible polygons
into six ases, up to vertial symmetry. In Setion 2 we extend these ases to
apply to an indent of depth m, whih we all `bimodal' m-onvex polygons, as
the path has two modes in the diretion of the indent. We then alulate the
generating funtion for the ases m = 1, 2 and 3.
In Setion 3, we present the methodology required when adopting a `divide
and onquer' approah, suh that we join together bloks that are often enumer-
ated using an inlusion-exlusion approah. We begin by realling the denition
of the E operator, whih was entral to the inlusion-exlusion approah to
enumerating 1-onvex polygons. We then introdue a notation that allows us to
apply the inlusion-exlusion approah to distint bloks by making perimeter
parameters independent in dierent bloks. In Setion 3.1, we show how we an
sometimes avoid an inlusion-exlusion argument by inserting indents at a dis-
tinguished vertex. Next, Setion 3.2, we then highlight how the blok-by-blok
onsrution an be extended to `wrap' bloks that are attahed to those enumer-
ated using the inlusion-exlusion approah. Then, in Setion 3.3, we present
the Hadamard produt, whih is required to arry out the joining of suh bloks.
Finally, in Setion 3.4, we enumerate the various stairase and unimodal bloks
whih we will need aording to their side perimeters.
Setion 4 serves as an example for the use of the above tehniques. We
rederive the 1-onvex polygon generating funtions in a manner that is far more
onise than the pure inlusion-exlusion approah adopted in [1℄. We then
fatorise 2-onvex polygons by extending a line along the base of its indents, and
then derive the generating funtions for 2-stairase, 2-unimodal and 2-onvex
polygons, in Setions 5, 6 and 7 respetively. We will see that as the examples
get more ompliated, requiring more subtle inlusion-exlusion arguments, the
ombination of Lin's fatorisation, the Hadamard join and our general inlusion-
exlusion arguments will allow for the enumeration of any arbitrary family of
SAPs that has a xed fatorisation. The intermediary results, as well as muh
of the detail, are omitted for reasons of oniseness and larity. These may be
found in [14℄, where the presented results rst appeared.
The result of this paper is that we now have all the piees that we need to
enumerate m-onvex polygons where eah indentation has a pyramid shape, that
is, there are no turns or hooks. The next hallenge, and the most interesting
outstanding problem, is to enumerate 3-onvex polygons that have only one
indent, but an indent that forms a hook. It will be interesting to see what
happens to the denominator of the generating funtion in this ase. This will
appear in the next paper in this series. Going forward, it is not realisti to
fatorise almost-onvex polygons for high onavity indies as we have done
here, as there will be a polynomial growth in the number of ases to evaluate.
It would be more sensible to restrit the size of eah indentation rst, and then
generalise these ases. Eventually, dening operators that an add more and
more omplex indentations in the side of onvex polygons and looking at the
eet of the asymptoti growth of their number seems to be the path of least
resistane in learning more about how onvex polygons beome general SAPs.
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2 Bimodal polygons
The generating funtion for pyramids, ounting the width (by x) and the height
(by y), also given aording to the base, n, of the polygons, was given as
P (x, y) =
∑
n≥1
Pn =
xy(1− x)
(1− x)2 − y , (1)
where we write
Pn = E{y}
[
y2
(
x
1− y
)n ]
(2)
in terms of the operator E given by Bouquet-Mélou and Guttmann [4℄. The
generating funtions for unimodal and onvex polygons were respetively given
as
H(x, y) =
∑
n≥1
Hn =
xy√
∆
(3)
and
C(x, y) =
∑
n≥1
Cn =
xyAc(x, y)
∆2
− 4x
2y2
∆3/2
, (4)
where Ac = 1− 3x− 3y+3x2 +3y2 +5xy− x3 − y3 − xy(x+ y+ (x− y)2) and
∆ has the usual denition, 1− 2x− 2y − 2xy + x2 + y2.
We note that solutions that an be expressed purely in terms of rational
funtions and the operator E will be rational in terms of u and v, where
x = u(1− v) and y = v(1− u).
The generating funtions of the latter two lasses of polygon an therefore be
given aording to their base as:
Hn = E{y}
[
y2(1− y)(1− x− y)
((1 − y)2 − x)
(
x
1− y
)n ]
− 2xy
2un
∆
(5)
and
Cn =
1
∆2
E{y}
[
y2(1−y)2(1−x−y)2((1+y)2−x)2
(
x
1− y
)n ]
− 4x
2y3un
SP ·∆3/2 , (6)
where SP = (1 − x − y − √∆)/2 is the stairase polygon generating funtion.
We denote the generating funtion of these funtions of exat height m to be
Xn,m, where X is either P,H, or C, while X
+
n,m = Xn −
∑m−1
i=1 Xn,m is that of
polygons of at least height m.
These ases have a ardinality of two, due to the vertial symmetry. Referring
to Figure 3, there are two symmetrial ases that are double ounted in ases
1 and 6, if the top fator is of height m. We also note the symmetry of ase
8. The generating funtions of bimodal m-onvex polygons, whih we denote
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ma b c d e
a,b,c,d,e     1
(a) Case 1.
a     0
b d e
m
ca
b,c,d,e     1
(b) Case 2.
m
a b c d
1a,b,c,d     1
() Case 3.
a     0
b,c,d     1
b d
m
ca
1
(d) Case 4.
1
0
a b c d e
m
e
a,b,c,d     1
(e) Case 5.
edca
m
b
a,b,c,d,e     1
(f) Case 6.
1
1
m
b c d e
b,c,d,e     1
(g) Case 7.
1 1
b,c,d     1
m
b c d
(h) Case 8.
1
b,c,d     1
1
b c d e
m
e 0
(i) Case 9.
Figure 3: The ases used to onstrut bimodal m-onvex polygons following
Lin's method.
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as Gi, i = 1 . . . 9 for the nine lasses given by Lin's fatorisation, are therefore
given by
G1 =
∑
a,b,c,d,e≥1
x−b−dHa+b,mPb+c+d(2H
+
d+e,m −Hd+e,m)
G2 =
∑
a≥0,b,c,d,e≥1
2x−b−dPb,mHa+b+c+dH
+
d+e,m
G3 =
∑
a,b,c,d≥1
2x−b−dHa+b,mPb+c+d(H
+
d,m − P+d,m)
G4 =
∑
a≥0,b,c,d≥1
2x−b−dPb,mHa+b+c+d(H
+
d,m − P+d,m)
G5 =
∑
a,b,c,d≥1,e≥0
2x−b−dHa+b,mHb+c+d+eP
+
d,m+1
G6 =
∑
a,e≥0,b,c,d≥1
x−b−dPb,mRa+b+c+d+e(2P
+
d,m − Pd,m)
G7 =
∑
b,c,d,e≥1
2x−b−d(Hb,m − Pb,m)Pb+c+dH+d+e,m+1
G8 =
∑
b,c,d≥1
x−b−d(Hb,m − Pb,m)Pb+c+d(2(H+d,m − P+d,m)− (Hd,m − Pd,m))
G9 =
∑
b,c,d≥1,e≥0
2x−b−d(Hb,m − Pb,m)Pb+c+d+eP+d,m+1.
Implementing the sum using any of the standard omputer algebra programs
then veries the result for 1-onvex polygons. The generating funtion for bi-
modal 2-onvex polygons is
2x2A
(2)
c
(1− x)3((1− x)2 − y)∆5/2 +
x2B
(2)
c
(1− x)5((1− x)2 − y)3∆3 (7)
where
A(2)
c
=− 4(1− x)11 + 2(1− x)9(10 + 9x)y − 2(1− x)7(20 + 21 + 15x2)y2
+ 2(1− x)5(40 + 17x+ 18x2 + 21x3)y3 − (1− x)3(20− 26x− 31x2
− 14x3 + 3x4)y4 + (1− x)(2 + x)(2 − 13x+ 5x2 − 7x3 − 3x4)y5
+ x(4 − 11x− 3x2 − 5x3 − x4)y6 + x(1 + x)2y7
B(2)
c
=8(1− x)18 − 4(1− x)16(16 + 11x)y + 8(1− x)14(28 + 29x+ 12x2)y2
− 2(1− x)12(224 + 233x+ 158x2 + 51x3)y3 + 2(1− x)10(280 + 189x
+ 144x2 + 95x3 + 24x4)y4 − (1− x)8(448− 57x− 56x2 + 36x4 + x5)y5
− (1− x)6(−224 + 345x+ 182x2 + 336x3 + 292x4 + 75x5 + 6x6)y6
+ (1− x)4(−64 + 265x+ 30x2 + 128x3 − 496x4 − 267x5 + 66x6 + 2x7)y7
− (1− x)2(−8 + 89x− 132x2 − 634x3 − 558x4 + 593x5 − 248x6 − 64x7
+ 2x8)y8 + x(7 − 236x− 476x2 + 962x3 − 388x4 − 296x5 + 248x6 − 78x7
+ x8)y9 + x(13 + 188x+ 99x2 − 288x3 + 247x4 − 84x5 + 17x6)y10
− x(11 + 58x− 28x2 + 6x3 + x4)y11 − (−3 + x)x(1 + x)y12
7
The generating funtion for bimodal 3-onvex polygons was obtained and its
form is
xA
(1− x)5((1− x)2 − y)5y4∆5/2 +
xB
(1− x)9((1 − x)2 − y)11y4∆3 .
Generating funtions for higher onavity indies an be alulated, but we shall
see later that there is a muh more eient way of alulating the generating
funtions, whilst still adopting the general methodology.
For referene, we point out that the form of the 1-onvex generating funtion
was
2x2yA
(1− x)∆5/2 +
x2yB
(1− x)((1 − x)2 − y)∆3 .
We note that the dominant fator asymptotially is that of ∆ in the denomina-
tor, whose index is not hanging. This implies that this lass of polygon, as a
proportion of the total number of m-onvex polygons, is asymptotially small.
For example, if there are m separate height one indents, for large n there is
approximately
(
n
m
)
ways of hoosing the loation of these indents, whih implies
an mth derivative of the onvex polygon generating funtion. This will inrease
the index of ∆ by m and there will be ∼ nm times as many as the bimodal
polygons in the limit.
3 Methodology
Let us reall the E operator that was originally dened in [4℄ and was entral
to the inlusion-exlusion approah to enumerating 1-onvex polygons in the
previous paper.
Denition 1 (EI). For I ⊂ {1, . . . , d}, EI ats on a Laurent series in the vari-
ables x1, . . . , xd with real oeients. Let f(x1, . . . , xd) =
∑
an1,...,ndx
n1
1 · · · xndd .
Then
EI(f(x1, . . . , xd)) =


f(x1, . . . , xd), if I = ∅,∑
an1,...,ni−1,2ni,ni+1,...,ndx
n1
1 · · · xndd , if I = {i},
EI\{i}
[
E{i}(f(x1, . . . , xd))
]
, if |I| > 1 and i ∈ I.
Equivalently,
E{i}[f(x1, . . . , xd)] =
1
2
[
f(x1, . . . , xi−1,
√
xi, xi+1, . . . , xd)
+ f(x1, . . . , xi−1,−√xi, xi+1, . . . , xd)
]
.
Notation (E). For our 2-dimensional ase, E[1,2] [f(x, y)] is denoted E [f(x, y)].
We now introdue a new notation, denoted star (*) notation, whih des-
ignates when we are holding enumeration variables onstant while using the E
operator. This allows us to apply the inlusion-exlusion approah to distint
bloks by making perimeter parameters independent in dierent bloks. As sum-
mation is ommutative with E, this allows us to evaluate series expressions more
simply.
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Notation (∗). Any variable that is ated on by EI whih is asterisked is as-
sumed to be independent of the variables in I. These variables are replaed by
their original value outside the operator. For example,
E
[
1
(1− x− y∗)(1− x− y)
]
=
1
2(1− x− y)
(
1
(1− x−√y) +
1
(1− x+√y)
)
.
For notational onveniene, we denote the stairase and unimodal polygon
generating funtions to be respetively
SP = (1− x− y −
√
∆)/2(= u− x = v − y) and UP = xyZ, (8)
where Z is the generating funtion for pairs of direted walks, suh that
Z = 1/
√
∆ = 1/(1 − u− v),
and ∆ has the usual denition, 1−2x−2y−2xy+x2+y2. We dene the 1-deep
indent generating funtion to be
I = u
2
(1− u)2 =
SP2
y2
, with I¯ = I(y, x) = v
2
(1− v)2 , (9)
and, for m > 1, the m-deep indent generating funtion is
Im ≡ Im(x, y) = u
2
(1− u)2m =
v2 SP2m−2
y2m
, with I¯m = Im(y, x). (10)
Notation (Edge, side of a polygon). In [4℄, stairase polygons were dened as
those that had two roots, one in eah orner of the MBR, and fatored as two
direted walks in opposite diretions. Unimodal polygons were dened similarly,
requiring that they be rooted in one orner and that there be a fatorisation for
eah diretion suh that there are either only positive or only negative steps in
that diretion for eah fator. Finally, onvex polygons were dened as those for
whom there is a unimodal fatorisation for a given diretion, taking the root to
be dierent vertex for eah diretion. Eah of these fators, plus any steps along
the edge of the MBR) we refer to as an edge. For example, the walk running
from the bottom to the top of the MBR on the left (resp. right) side of a onvex
polygon (inluding the bottom and top perimeters) is alled the left (resp. right)
edge. We note that the top and bottom edges are dened similarly.
Now, eah edge an be fatored into two (possibly empty) direted walks.
We refer to these fators, plus any steps running along the MBR, as a side of
the onvex polygon. That is, a onvex polygon has four direted walks running
between the sides of the MBR, and we all them sides of the polygon. We note
that edges are equivalent to sides for stairase polygons. Also, for unimodal
polygons rooted in the bottom left orner, the bottom edge is the bottom-right
side, and the left edge is the top-left side.
Without loss of generality, we will usually assume that there is a vertial
indent on the top-left side of the polygon, and that stairase and unimodal
polygons are rooted to the bottom left. We an therefore lassify 2-onvex poly-
gons aording to the relative diretion and position of their indents. They are
either bimodal, or belong to one of four distint ases:
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1. in the same diretion, on the same edge;
2. in the same diretion, on opposite edges;
3. in dierent diretions, on the same side; and
4. in dierent diretions, on opposite edges.
Moreover, we note that when the indents are on edges of unimodal or onvex
polygons that have two distint sides, then they an be broken-down further
into either adjaent or non-adjaent sides.
3.1 Distinguishing verties to insert indents
The rst appliation of Lin's fatorisation enables us to insert indents by rst
distinguishing a height at whih the indent is to be inserted. We are able to do
this when the indents are joined to a stairase fator. We shall see that this is
possible beause the fator of the generating funtion that orresponds to the
indent is independent of its position.
3.1.1 Distinguishing a vertial step to insert the indent
Let us onsider bimodal m-stairase polygons. So as to have a visual guide,
we refer to Figure 3(b) and (d), whih show their form, exept for their being
rooted in the bottom-left orner. And so, measuring the width of the bottom
and indent fators from the left edge of the top fator, their generating funtion
is Im(u/x)dv, and that of the top fator is udv. Combining these sums gives
Imv2
∑
d≥1
(
u
1− v
)d
= Imuv2Z. (11)
We see that the fator of Im is independent of the height at whih the indenta-
tion is found.
Proposition 3.1. The generating funtion for bimodal m-stairase polygons
whose single m-deep indent is vertial is
Imy2 δ
δy
SP
y
.
Proof. We saw above that the generating funtion that enumerates the indent
is independent of the height of the indent. This is due to the simple form of
the stairase polygon generating funtion with n xed horizontal steps, whih is
unv. The generating funtion an therefore be fatored as the indent generating
funtion, Im, and the generating funtion for stairase polygons with a distin-
guished left-most vertial step (other than the bottom one), whih is given by
y2 δδy SP/y.
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Figure 4: The form of 2-stairase polygons with their indent on the same side
and in the same diretion.
3.1.2 2-unimodal polygons with both indents on the left edge
This argument an be extended to ases where there are multiple indents on the
one side, giving stairase fators. (See Figure 4, for example.) As eah indent is
attahed to a stairase fator and is independent of the height or length of eah
join, we an enumerate them by distinguishing a vertial step and multiplying by
I . We note that this is true, no matter the shape of the top fator. Therefore,
this approah works for both 2-stairase and 2-unimodal polygons with their
indents on the left.
In the 2-stairase example, we selet a vertial step on the left side that is
not the bottom-most to designate the height at whih we will plae the indents.
We then multiply by I2 to plae the two indents. Therefore, the ase where
the indents are next to eah other is enumerated by I2y2 δδy SP/y. We then
take the derivative again to designate the loation of the seond indent. This
gives another fatorisation line, either above or below the indents, as shown
in Figure 5(a). For a given pair of heights, there are therefore two ways that
is ours: with the indents either at the upper or lower height. This reates
the ombined form shown in Figure 5(b). If we take the walk between the two
distinguished vertial steps that indiate the designated heights and translate it
horizontally to the edges of the indents, we form two boxes. When the indents
are at the higher of the two designated heights, the bottom walk an go inside
these boxes. Otherwise, it annot go into either of them.
We want to enumerate the ase where the left ourrene of the two indents
is at the lower of the two heights and the right one is higher. This implies that
the lower walk must be able to go into the right box, no matter the order in
whih we selet the two heights, but never into the left box. We will now show
that the generating funtion for this is equal to the ase where one an go into
both boxes if the upper height is seleted rst, and one annot go into either
box otherwise.
Proposition 3.2. Let us onsider a unimodal polygon with two stairase regions
with idential sides, but possibly diering widths, identied as in Figure 5(b).
The generating funtion of those polygons whose bottom perimeter intersets the
right box, but not the left, is equal to that of the polygons whose bottom perimeter
intersets both boxes.
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(a) The two possible ongurations, depending on whether the rst height se-
leted is above or below the seond.
(b) The ombined form. In both instanes, the bottom walk an
go below the two boxes formed. Only in one an it go inside.
Figure 5: The onstrution of 2-stairase polygons. Two vertial steps are se-
leted as the heights of the indents. Both indents are plaed at the rst hoie.
(a) The bottom perimeter intersets the right
box.
(b) The bottom perimeter intersets
the left box.
Figure 6: The 2-unimodal polygon an be fatored where it intersets the boxes
that delimit the stairase region between the possible indent positions.
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Proof. Let us rst onsider the ase where the bottom perimeter intersets the
right box. This is illustrated in Figure 6(a). If we fatorise there, the bottom
and top fators are respetively enumerated by
δ
δy
I2 = 2I δ
δy
I and y2 δ
δy
UP
y
.
We then onsider the ase where the bottom perimeter intersets the left box.
This is illustrated in Figure 6(b). Following Proposition 3.1 mutatis mutandis,
the bottom and top fators are respetively enumerated by
δ
δy
I and I · y2 δ
δy
UP
y
.
The rst generating funtion is twie the seond, hene the dierene is equal to
that of the latter ase, where the bottom perimeter intersets the left box (and
thus has to interset the right one as well). The dierene between the lasses of
polygons generated onsists of those polygons whose bottom perimeter intersets
the right box, but not the left.
Conjeture. Considering the polygons desribed in the above proposition, there
exists some perimeter preserving bijetion
3
between those polygons whose bot-
tom perimeter intersets the right box, but not the left, and those whose bottom
perimeter intersets both boxes.
Corollary. The generating funtion for 2-stairase (resp. 2-unimodal) polygons
with vertial indents on the left side is
y3
2
δ
δy
I2 δ
δy
Q
y
, (12)
where I = (SP/y)2 and Q = SP/y (resp. UP/y).
Remark. In Appendix A, we extend the above result to m-unimodal polygons
with all their indents being vertial and on the left side.
3.2 Wrapping
The new star notation relates to the E operator. When applied to a direted
path generating funtion, E onverts the perimeter generating funtion into the
half-perimeter generating funtion. Graphially, this is equivalent to folding the
direted path at the half-way point in eah diretion. Indeed, the pyramid gen-
erating funtion is given Setion 2 as a folded direted walk, and the unimodal
generating funtion is given as a folded pyramid.
This leads us to another new notion: that of wrapping. To explain this, let
us onsider 1-unimodal polygons formed by joining a bottom, stairase fator to
a top, unimodal fator and an indent. The total height of the polygon is given
by the sum of the heights of the top and bottom fators. The total width of the
polygon is measured by summing the width of the top fator to the width of
3
That is, the horiztonal and vertial perimeters remain onstant.
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nd−n
(a) The form of the top fator. (b) The form of the resulting polygon.
() Flipping the top fator produes a polygon with
the indent in the orner.
Figure 7: The form of the polygons when the top fator is narrower than d.
the bottom fator that lies to the left of the top fator. (In the 1-unimodal ase,
the generating funtion for the bottom fator is therefore Iv(u/x)d.)
Now, if the join is of length d, then there are d xed horizontal steps in eah
of the top and bottom fators that are identied, but are then removed and do
not form part of the polygon. If there are fewer than d horizontal steps in the
rest of the top unimodal fator, as shown in Figure 7(a), then the ontribution
to the polygon is a pyramid of width 2n− d, with a weight of xn. Importantly,
although those xed steps are not part of the polygon itself, they do ontribute
to the weight. This is beause the width of the polygon here is given by the
top fator. When the E operator folds the walk, using the standard inlusion-
exlusion argument, the xed steps are still identied with those of the bottom
fator, whih is therefore folded as well. We all the eet of one fator folding
another along the join as wrapping.
Notation (Wrapping). The ation of the E operator is equivalent to the folding
of a walk or polygon. When this fores the folding of a joined polygonal fator,
as desribed abve, we refer to this as wrapping.
3.3 The Hadamard produt
The Hadamard produt is an operator whih `joins' generating funtions. This
means that polygons with a side length enumerated aording to a ertain pa-
rameter an be joined along those sides. For example, if we enumerate stairase
and stak polygons aording to their right perimeter, total perimeter and area,
we an join them, making the neighbouring olumns overlap. Making the trans-
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Figure 8: An example of the ation of the Hadamard produt.
formation s 7→ s/yq and dividing by x, so that the overlapping olumn is not
double-weighted, we form unimodal polygons, as in Figure 8.
Denition 2 (Hadamard produt / join). Let us onsider two series, f(t) =∑
n fnt
n
and g(t) =
∑
n gnt
n
. We denote as ⊙t the Hadamard produt with
respet to t. We dene
f(t)⊙t g(t) =
∑
n
fngnt
n. (13)
The restrited Hadamard produt with respet to t is dened as
f(t)⊙t g(t)|t=1 =
∑
n
fngn =
1
2pii
∮
f(t)g(1/t)
dt
t
. (14)
For notational onveniene, we will refer to this as a Hadamard join (over t), or
simply a `join'.
3.3.1 Hadamard arithmeti
It is straight-forward to show the following properties of restrited Hadamard
produts. (Alternatively, see [10℄ for proofs.)
It is distributive:
f(t)⊙t (g(t) + h(t)) = f(t)⊙t g(t) + f(t)⊙t h(t) (15)
It follows the produt rule:
δ
δs
(f(s, t)⊙t g(s, t)) = ( δ
δs
f(s, t))⊙t g(s, t) + f(s, t)⊙t ( δ
δs
g(s, t)) (16)
It evaluates simply at poles:
f(t)⊙t 1
1− αt = f(α) (17)
f(t)⊙t t
kk!
(1− αt)k+1 =
(
δ
δt
)k
f(t)
∣∣∣∣
t=α
(18)
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Another useful observation is that the join with a funtion of the form (1−
αt)−k an be simplied by the use of partial frations. Thus,
f(t)⊙t 1
(1− αt)k+1 =
n∑
k=0
ak
k!
(
δ
δt
)k
f(t)
∣∣∣∣
t=α
(19)
We an therefore simplify joins using partial frations. For example, we will
often see joins of the form
αs3
(1− s)3(1− αs)
=
α
2(1− α)
2s2
(1− s)3 −
α
(1− α)2
s
(1− s)2 +
α
(1− α)3
(
1
1− s −
1
1− αs
)
. (20)
If, say, α = 1/(1−v) = u/x, we therefore have α/(1−α) = −1/v and 1/(1−α) =
−x/SP , whih allows us to write the join as
vs3
(1− s)3(1− v − s) ⊙s f(s) =
x2(f(u/x)− f(1))
SP2 −
[
xf ′(s)
SP +
f ′′(s)
2
]
s=1
.
3.4 Enumerating the building bloks
3.4.1 Stairase and unimodal bloks
When enumerating 2-onvex polygons using Lin's fatorisation, we will need
the generating funtions for stairase and unimodal bloks aording to their
top and bottom perimeters, as well as stairases aording to their base and
right perimeter. The generating funtion for stairase polygons that ounts the
left and right perimeters by s and t was given by Bousquet-Mélou [8℄. She
enumerated aording to area, dening generalised versions of modied q-Bessel
funtions. Setting q = 1, we obtain
J0(s) =
(1− s)(1− sy)
(1− s)(1− sy) + xs and J1(s, t) =
xsJ0(s)
1− sty .
Denoting T (s, t) ≡ T (x, y, s, t) as the generating funtion aording to the width
(by x), height (by y), and right and left perimeters (by s and t respetively), we
solve the reurrene relation given in [8℄ and obtain
T (s, t) = x
(
J0(s)
sty
1− sty + (1− J0(s))
vt
1 − vt
)
. (21)
For notational onveniene, we dene T¯ (s, t) ≡ T (y, x, s, t).
We similarly dene the generating funtion for unimodal polygons aording
to their left and right perimeter and, through a slight abuse of notation, denote
it as U(s, t) ≡ U(x, y, s, t). From [8℄ one obtains
U(s, t) = x
(
J0(s)
sty
1− sty
(1− sy)((1 − sy)− x)
(1− sy)2 − x +(1−J0(s))
vt
1− vt(1+ SPZ)
)
(22)
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Figure 9: Joining a stairase polygon to a Ferrers diagram.
(a) When the indent is not the highest fator. (b) When the indent is the
highest fator.
Figure 10: The fatorisation of a pyramid with a horizontal indent.
with U(1, t) = xvt(1 + SPZ)/(1− vt).
Now, we will also need to enumerate stairases aording to their base and
right perimeter, whih we do by joining a Ferrers diagram to a stairase polygon,
as in Figure 9. Denoting the generating funtion F (b, s) ≡ F (x, y, b, s), we have
F (b, s) = by(1− J0(s))
(
(1− s)(1− x− sy)
1− bx− sy +
u
1− bu
)
, (23)
whih is in a simple form to join over b.
3.4.2 Pyramids with indents
In the enumeration of 2-unimodal polygons, we will need to enumerate pyramid
fators with indents. A vertial indent we an enumerate by simply taking the
derivative to distinguish a height, and multiplying by x2/(1−x)2, and so we only
need to enumerate those with a horizontal indent. In Figure 10, we illustrate
the two ases of suh a pyramid: when the indent fator either does or does not
touh the top of the MBR. The generating funtion, whih we denote P ′(x, y),
is therefore
P ′(x, y) =
xy
(1− x)2 − y
(
y
1− x− y
)2( x(1− x)2
(1− x)2 − y +
xy
1− y
)
. (24)
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unimodal polygons.
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(b) Non-unimodal onvex
polygons that touh left rst.
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() Non-unimodal onvex
polygons that touh both sides
at the same height.
Figure 11: A deomposition of the form of onvex polygons that allows their
enumeration by the base and top perimeter.
3.4.3 Enumerating onvex polygons by their base and top perimeter
Extending the inlusion-exlusion enumeration of onvex polygons of Bousquet-
Mélou and Guttmann [4℄ mutatis mutandis, the generating funtion for onvex
polygons aording to the left-perimeter is
C¯(s) = E
[
xy(1− x)2(1− y)2
2(1 − x− y)2
(
1− y
x2
− 1
)
x∗s
1− x∗s− y
]
− ZU2
(
1
u
− 1
)
us
1− us. (25)
Now let us onsider onvex polygons aording to their top and bottom
perimeters, whose generating funtion we denote C(s, t). We an deompose
onvex polygons into three lasses: unimodal, non-unimodal that touh the sides
of the MBR at dierent heights, and those that do not. The rst of these lasses
ontains polygon that an be lassied as rooted in either of the bottom or-
ners. If inlude both of these lasses, we double-ount the pyramids. And so we
enumerate unimodal polygons rooted in one orner, and non-pyramid unimodal
polygons rooted in the other. The latter lass is depited in Figure 11(a), and
the total generating funtion is 2U¯(s, t)− P (s, t).
The next lass are onvex, but not unimodal, and inlude only those that
touh the side of the MBR at dierent heights. We assume, without loss of gen-
erality, that they touh the left side rst, as per the form shown in Figure 11(b).
We form these polygons by joining non-pyramid unimodal polygons (as shown
in part (a) of the gure) with upside-down pyramids, overlapping the bottom
rows, exept for a single ell on the left. The latter onditions determines that
the polygon touhes the right side at a greater height. The generating funtion
for this ase is given by
2
rs
(
U¯(rs, t)− P (rs, t))⊙r Ey
[
rs
1− rs ·
y
1− r − y
]
.
Finally, the ase where the polygon touhes eah side at the same height
forms a diamond-like polygon, as shown in Figure 11(). Similar to the previous
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result, the generating funtion is simply
1
(rs)2
(
P (rs, t)− xrsty
1− y
)
⊙r Ey
[
rs
1− rs ·
y
1− r − y
]
.
The three ases then sum to give the desired generating funtion:
C(s, t) =
1
(1− s(1 + (1− s)x− y))(1− t(1 + (1− t)x− y))∆3/2×(
− stx2y2(1− x+ y − s(1− x− y))(1 − x+ y − t(1− x− y))
+
stxyA(s, t)
(1− stx)((1− sx)2 − y)((1 − tx)2 − y)√∆
)
, (26)
where A(s, t) = (1−s)(1− t)(1−x)4(1−sx)3(1− tx)3+(1−x)2(1−sx)2(1− tx)2(−5−
x−2x2−t2x(5+2x+x2)+t(6+4x+5x2+x3)+s2x(−5−2x−x2+t2x(−4−5x+x2)+t(6+
4x+7x2−x3))+s(6+4x+5x2+x3+t2x(6+4x+7x2−x3)+t(−7−9x−8x2−9x3+x4)))y+
(10+3x−3x2+5x3+x4+2t4x3(5+x2+2x3)− t3x2(35+13x2+10x3+6x4)+ t2x(40+
12x+17x2+11x3+15x4+x5)−t(15+23x+5x2+8x3+10x4+3x5)+s4x3(2t4x3(3+x+
5x2−x3)+2(5+x2+2x3)+2t2x(17+5x+9x2+19x3−2x4)+t3x2(−26−2x−27x2−12x3+
3x4)− t(15+16x+7x2+22x3+4x4))+s3x2(−35−13x2−10x3−6x4+ t4x3(−26−2x−
27x2−12x3+3x4)+t3x2(100+5x+79x2+63x3+13x4−4x5)+t2x(−123−40x−71x2−
105x3−50x4+5x5)+t(51+66x+23x2+71x3+38x4+7x5))+s2x(40+12x+17x2+11x3+
15x4+x5+2t4x3(17+5x+9x2+19x3−2x4)+t2x(145+92x+93x2+113x3+130x4+3x5)+
t3x2(−123−40x−71x2−105x3−50x4+5x5)−t(57+102x+43x2+79x3+78x4+23x5+
2x6))−s(15+23x+5x2+8x3+10x4+3x5+t4x3(15+16x+7x2+22x3+4x4)−t3x2(51+
66x+23x2+71x3+38x4+7x5)+t2x(57+102x+43x2+79x3+78x4+23x5+2x6)−t(21+
69x+44x2+39x3+56x4+20x5+7x6)))y2+(−10−22x−x2−3x3−2t4x3(5+4x+3x2)+
t3x2(40+34x+29x2+9x3)−t2x(50+62x+49x2+25x3+2x4)+t(20+52x+38x2+20x3+
5x4+x5)+s4x3(t4x3(−4−x+x2)−2(5+4x+3x2)+t3x2(24+10x+9x2−3x3)+t2x(−36−
28x−31x2+3x3)+t(20+26x+23x2+11x3))+s3x2(40+34x+29x2+9x3+t4x3(24+10x+
9x2−3x3)+t2x(152+130x+151x2+62x3−7x4)+t3x2(−110−61x−70x2−13x3+6x4)−
t(75+118x+109x2+72x3+18x4))+s2x(−50−62x−49x2−25x3−2x4+t4x3(−36−28x−
31x2+3x3)+ t3x2(152+130x+151x2+62x3−7x4)− t2x(200+234x+261x2+184x3+
9x4)+t(90+190x+192x2+147x3+54x4+7x5))+s(20+52x+38x2+20x3+5x4+x5+
t4x3(20+26x+23x2+11x3)− t3x2(75+118x+109x2+72x3+18x4)+ t2x(90+190x+
192x2+147x3+54x4+7x5)−t(35+130x+147x2+121x3+47x4+23x5+x6)))y3+(5+
18x+x2−x3+ t4x3(5+4x)− t3x2(25+27x+9x2)+ t2x(35+59x+29x2+3x3)− t(15+
53x+32x2+6x3+3x4)+s4x3(5+4x+t4x3+t3x2(−11−5x+x2)+t2x(19+15x+2x2)−
t(15+17x+11x2))+s3x2(−25−27x−9x2+t4x3(−11−5x+x2)+t3x2(65+45x+12x2−
4x3)+t2x(−103−102x−56x2+x3)+t(65+98x+80x2+23x3))+s2x(35+59x+29x2+
3x3 + t4x3(19+ 15x+2x2) + t3x2(−103− 102x− 56x2 + x3) + t2x(155+ 210x+168x2
+29x3)−t(85+180x+179x2+81x3+11x4))−s(15+53x+32x2+6x3+3x4+t4x3(15+
17x+11x2)−t3x2(65+98x+80x2+23x3)+t2x(85+180x+179x2+81x3+11x4)−t(35+
140x+163x2+93x3+35x4+4x5)))y4+(−1−3x+2x2− t4x3+2t3x2(4+3x)− t2x(13+
21x+4x2)+t(6+26x+9x2+3x3)+s4x3(−1+2t3x2−2t2x(2+x)+t(6+4x))+s3x2(8+
6x+2t4x3+t3x2(−19−8x+x2)+2t2x(18+15x+2x2)−t(33+39x+16x2))+s2x(−13−
21x− 4x2− 2t4x3(2+x)+ 2t3x2(18+15x+2x2)− t2x(64+83x+33x2)+ t(48+90x+
63x2+11x3))+s(6+26x+9x2+3x3+2t4x3(3+2x)− t3x2(33+39x+16x2)+ t2x(48+
90x+63x2+11x3)− t(21+87x+83x2+33x3+6x4)))y5+(−x− t3x2−s4tx3+2t2x(1+
x)− t(1+5x+x2)+s3x2(−1+2t3x2− t2x(5+2x)+ t(9+6x))+s2x(2(1+x)− t3x2(5+
2x)+ t2x(11+12x)− t(15+22x+7x2))−s(1+5x+x2+ t4x3−3t3x2(3+2x)+ t2x(15+
22x+7x2)−t(7+29x+18x2+4x3)))y6−st(1−2(−2+s+t)x+(−2s+s2+(1−t)2)x2)y7
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4 Enumerating 1-onvex polygons using Lin's fatori-
sation and the inlusion-exlusion priniple
In setion we use Lin's fatorisation before the inlusion-exlusion priniple to
rederive the 1-unimodal and 1-onvex polygon generating funtions. (The 1-
stairase ase was enumerated in the previous setion by distinguishing a vertial
step.) This ontrasts greatly with the more ompliated derivation in [1℄ that
generated all polygons as a single ase of inlusion-exlusion. These results will
serve as an example for the general approah we adopt later in this paper.
4.1 Enumerating 1-unimodal polygons
4.1.1 Indent on left.
This ase was also enumerated in the previous setion. Adopting the same ap-
proah mutatis mutandis, the generating funtion is I · y δδy UP . This onrms
the following generating funtion, obtained via inlusion-exlusion:
∑
d≥1
udv
xd
(
E
[
xdy(1− x)(1− y)
1− x− y
]
− udvE
[
xy
1− x− y
])
= vE
[
xy2
1− x− y
∑
d≥1
(
x
1− v∗
)d]
− v2
∑
d≥1
(
u
1− v
)d
E
[
xy
1− x− y
]
= vxyE
[
1
(1− x− v∗)(1 − x− y)
]
− uv2Z · 2xy
∆
. (27)
Above, the inlusion term inludes polygons of width less than d, suh that the
polygon wraps, to form those shown in Figure 7(b). We an see how this allows
us to enumerate both pyramid and unimodal top fators using the inlusion-
exlusion method, without restriting the diretion of the path as it passes
through Lin's fatorisation line.
4.1.2 Indent in orner.
Now, in the previous enumeration, when the top fator is a pyramid the indent
ours higher than all of its right edge steps. In other words, it touhes the right
edge below the fatorisation line, as depited in Figure 7(b). This means that
we an swap the order of the indent and the top pyramid fator, as per part ()
of the gure, reating an indent in the top-right orner. Noting that we must
inlude the ase where the indent fator touhes the right edge of the MBR and
enumerating them as orner-stairase polygons from [1℄, we obtain
Iy SPZ
(
1
1− x + uZ
)
.
One an hek that this is the same result as that whih is obtained by adopt-
ing the inlusion-exlusion method. To enumerate the ase where the indent is
not to the right of the bottom fator, and taking the rst term of equation 27
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(n.b. there is no possibility of intersetion), we exlude the ases of width ≥ d
by writing
u2
(1− u)2
∑
d≥1
ud
xd
vyE
[
xd+1
1− x− y
(
1−
(
x
1− y
)d−1)]
=
SP2
1− u
∑
d≥1
udE
[
x−(d−1) − (1− y)−(d−1)
1− x− y
]
=
SP2
1− uE
[(
u∗
1− u∗/x −
u∗
1− u∗/(1 − y)
)/
(1− x− y)
]
.
This is equivalent to distinguishing a vertial step at a height above the right
edge of the polygon.
4.1.3 Indent on bottom.
Using our above methodology mutatis mutandis, the generating funtion for the
ase where the indent is on the bottom edge of the polygon is
x2yvE{y}
[
u∗
(1− u∗ − y)(1− x− y)2
(
(1− y)2
(1− y)2 − x +
x
1− x
)]
− 2xv SP
3Z
y∆
.
(28)
Whenever indents are attahed to the base of a unimodal fator, we will see
generating funtions of this form.
4.2 Enumerating 1-onvex polygons
In the ase of 1-onvex polygons, not having to root the polygon in one orner,
like we did for 1-unimodal polygons, returns ertain symmetries. This means
that we no longer have to enumerate three asymmetri ases; we only have to
do the ase where the indent is on the top-left side of the polygon. We note,
however, that when the top fator is of height one, there is a vertial symmetry.
And so, when the indent is at the top of the polygon, it will be double ounted.
This results in the term (1 + y/(1− x)) appearing in the generating funtion.
Following the above methodology mutatis mutandis, the generating funtion
for 1-onvex polygons is
E
[
x(1− x)y∗
(1− x)2 − y∗
(
1 +
y∗
(1− x)2
)(
x∗
1− x∗ − y
)2( y2(1− y)2
(1− y)2 − x∗ +
x∗y2
1− x∗
)
x
1− x− y
]
−4xyv
∆
E
[ (
x∗y
1− x∗ − y
)2( (1− y)2
(1− y)2 − x∗ +
x∗
1− x∗
)
u∗
1− u∗ − y
]
− 2xyu
2v
(1− u)2∆E
[
x(1− x)y∗
(1− x)2 − y∗
(
1 +
y∗
(1− x)2
)
x
1− x− v∗
]
+2v SPZ
(
2xSP
∆
)2
− 2SP
3Z
y
(
1
1− x + uZ
)(
1 +
v
1− u
)
Z UP,
where the last term omes from the possibility of intersetion along the NW
diagonal, fatoring into a unimodal polygon and a 1-unimodal SAP with the
indent in the orner.
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(a) The indents form a onvex fator. (b) The indents form a on-
ave fator.
Figure 12: The relative position of indents on adjaent sides an ause a onvex
or onave shape (in the usual non-lattie sense of onvexity).
5 Enumerating 2-stairase polygons
In Setion 3.1, we enumerated bimodal 2-stairase polygons. We will now enu-
merate the four ases when the indents are distint.
5.1 Case 1: indents in the same diretion, on the same edge
In Setion 3.1, we also enumerated 2-stairase polygons with both indents on
the left edge. The ase when the indents are at the same height follows from the
1-stairase result. These give the desired result.
5.2 Case 2: indents in the same diretion, on opposite edges
If there is one indent eah on the top and bottom edges, then there are three
dierent ases to enumerate: if the top one is above, level or below the bottom
one. If they are level, the top one an be to the left (enumerated by I2v SPZ)
or the right ((x/(1 − x))3(SP/(1 − u))2). The other ases are enumerated by
wvs
(1− w)(1 − s)(1− v − s) ⊙s T¯ (s, t)⊙t
wvt
(1− w)(1− t)(1 − v − t) ,
where w = u if the top indent is above the bottom indent, and w = s or t if it is
below. To evaluate suh expressions, we refer to the fatorisation of joins using
partial frations in (20) and let α = 1/(1 − v) = u/x.
5.3 Case 3: indents in dierent diretions, on the same edge
When the indents of a 2-stairase polygon are on the same edge, they an form
a middle fator that is either onvex or onave (in the usual Eulidean sense
of the words). This is shown in Figure 12. The generating funtions an be
obtained by using the tehniques of Setion 3 mutatis mutandis.
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(a) The symmetri ase, with
the left indent above.
(b) The left indent is below the
bottom indent.
> 0
() The left indent is next-to the bottom indent.
Figure 13: The relative position of indents on adjaent sides in opposite halves
puts it in one of three ases.
5.4 Case 4: indents in dierent diretions, on opposite edges
When the indents are the bottom and left, there are three possible ases in
terms of their relative position. These are shown in Figure 13. The rst ase is
symmetrial about the x = y diagonal. The other two ases have an equivalent
lass after reetion.
The generating funtion for the rst ase an be given on inspetion, from the
orner-stairase generating funtion from [1℄. It is II¯ SP2Z2. Similarly, for both
ases where the top indent is next-to the bottom indent, as in Figure 13(), one
an write down their generating funtions on inspetion (whih, inidentally,
are equal). Finally, when the top indent is below the bottom one, as in Fig-
ure 13(b), the generating funtion is given by simply joining the stairase and
indent fators.
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5.5 The generating funtion for 2-stairase polygons
Combining all of the above ases gives the following generating funtion for
2-stairase polygons:
−A(s)2
2x4y4(1− x)3(1− y)3(1− x− y) +
−B(s)2
2x4y4(1− x)(1 − y)∆3/2 (29)
where
A
(s)
2 =(1 − x)9x4 − 3(1− x)7x4(3− 6x+ x2)y + (1− x)5x2(4− 8x+ 33x2
− 109x3 + 112x4 − 47x5 + 3x6)y2 − (1 − x)3x2(28− 96x+ 169x2
− 321x3 + 471x4 − 395x5 + 184x6 − 39x7 + x8)y3 − (1− x)(−1 + 8x
− 105x2 + 436x3 − 890x4 + 1198x5 − 1292x6 + 1120x7 − 701x8 + 301x9
− 81x10 + 9x11)y4 + (−9 + 81x− 394x2 + 1144x3 − 2088x4 + 2562x5
− 2238x6 + 1410x7 − 588x8 + 139x9 − 20x10 + 2x11 + x12)y5 + (36
− 318x+ 1087x2 − 2037x3 + 2490x4 − 2238x5 + 1530x6 − 738x7
+ 192x8 − 6x9 − 3x10 − x11)y6 + (−84 + 714x− 2071x2 + 2940x3
− 2412x4 + 1410x5 − 738x6 + 312x7 − 70x8 + 6x9 − x10)y7 + (126
− 1008x+ 2621x2 − 3103x3 + 1821x4 − 588x5 + 192x6 − 70x7 + 6x8
+ x9)y8 − (1− x)3(126− 546x+ 167x2 + 18x3 + 9x4 + x5)y9
+ (1− x)3(84− 294x+ 35x2 + 6x3 + x4)y10 + (1− x)3(−36 + 90x
+ x2 + x3)y11 − (1 − x)3(−9 + 12x+ x2)y12 − (1− x)3y13
B
(s)
2 =(1 − x)9x4 − (1− x)8(9− x)x4y − (1− x)5x2(−4 + 8x− 33x2 + 51x3
+ 13x4 + 7x5)y2 − (1− x)3x2(28− 64x+ 97x2 − 147x3 + 10x4 − x5
− 34x6 + x7)y3 + (1 − x)(1 − 8x+ 105x2 − 268x3 + 326x4 − 338x5
+ 194x6 − 55x7 + 55x8 − 49x9 + 5x10)y4 + (−9 + 73x− 336x2 + 658x3
− 664x4 + 478x5 − 232x6 + 35x7 + 35x8 − 16x9 + 10x10)y5 + (36− 260x
+ 672x2 − 806x3 + 532x4 − 232x5 + 64x6 − 11x7 − 33x8 − 10x9)y6
+ (−84 + 532x− 826x2 + 569x3 − 249x4 + 35x5 − 11x6 + 48x7 + 4x8)y7
+ (126− 686x+ 588x2 − 146x3 + 110x4 + 35x5 − 33x6 + 4x7)y8
+ 2(1− x)(−63 + 224x+ 110x2 + 65x3 + 13x4 + 5x5)y9 − 2(1− x)(−42
+ 112x+ 84x2 + 32x3 + 5x4)y10 + (1− x)(−36 + 64x+ 42x2 + 5x3)y11
+ (1− x)2(9 + x)y12 − (1− x)y13
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(a) The top fator extends far-
thest to the right.
(b) The indent fator extends
farthest to the right.
Figure 14: The form of a bimodal 2-unimodal polygon with the indent on the
bottom side.
6 Enumerating 2-unimodal polygons
6.1 Bimodal 2-unimodal polygons
6.1.1 Indent on the left
Following Setion 3.1 mutatis mutandis, we obtain the following generating fun-
tion by distinguishing a vertial step:
I2y4 δ
δy
( UP − xy/(1− x)− x(1 + x)y2/(1 − x)3
y3
)
.
6.1.2 Indent in orner
Following Setion 4.1.2 mutatis mutandis, the generating funtion for bimodal 2-
unimodal polygons with their indent in the orner, suh that the bottom fator is
further to the right than the indent fator, is I SP2Z(Z−1/(1−u))/(1−u). When
the indent fator is further to the right, the generating funtion of the indent
fator for base g is
∑
g≥1 g(g
2(1−x)2+3g(1−x2)+2(1+4x+x2))xg/6(1−x)3,
whereas the other fators are enumerated straight-forwardly as v SP2Z(u/x)g.
Summation then gives the required result.
6.1.3 Indent on bottom
If the indent of a bimodal 2-unimodal polygon is on the bottom, its form is one
of the two shown in Figure 14. The ase where the top fator extends farthest
to the right is given by the inlusion-exlusion method as
Ey
[
v∗x2y2(1− y)4
((1 − y)2 − x)(1 − x− y)4
(
u∗
1− u∗ − y −
x(1− u∗)
(1− x)(1 − x− y)
)]
− v SP I2
(
Z − 1
1− x
)
2xy
∆
.
If the indent is farthest to the right, we note that it is slightly dierent to
the ase when the indent is in the orner, as we have already ounted the ase
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(a) The left-side indent is above the orner
indent.
(b) Both indents are in the orner.
() The indents an be put at the same
height. Then, the left indent an be moved
into a position determined analytially by
taking the derivative.
(d) The indent fator extends farthest to
the right.
Figure 15: The form of a 2-unimodal polygon with its indents on the top.
where it is a pyramid. The generating funtion is
∑
g,h≥1
(
uhv − x
hy
1− x
)
x(g2(1− x)2 + 2(1 + x) + g(5 − 6x+ x2))
2(1 − x)3
·Ey
[
xy2
1− x− y
(
x
1− y
)g ( 1
1− y
)h]
.
6.2 Case 1: indents in the same diretion, on the same edge
6.2.1 Indents on top
We enumerated the ase where m-unimodal polygons have all their vertial
indents on the left side in Setion 3.1. The ase where the indents are at the
same height follow from Setion 4 mutatis mutandis. We therefore have two ases
remaining to enumerate: when one indent is in the orner and the other is either
on the left or in the orner as well. Their form is shown in Figure 15. We ombine
parts (a), () and (d) of the gure and enumerate it by distinguishing a height
of a 1-unimodal polygon with its indent in the orner, giving the generating
funtion
Iy2 δ
δy
I SPZ
(
uZ +
1
1− x
)
.
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Figure 16: The form of a 2-unimodal polygon with both indents on the bottom.
The ase where both indents are in the orner an be generated by taking
the derivative with respet to height of only the pyramid fator, or simply by
inspetion, due its orner-stairase form. Its generating funtion is
u4v SPZ2
(1− u)3
(
SPZ + v
1− x
)
.
6.2.2 Indents on bottom
If both indents are on the bottom, then the polygon is of the form illustrated
in Figure 16. The generating funtion follows from Setions 3 and 4.1.3 mutatis
mutandis.
6.3 Case 2: indents in the same diretion, on dierent edges
When the indents are both vertial and on dierent edges of the polygon, the
top indent is either on the left edge, or in the orner. They therefore belong to
one of the ases depited in Figure 17.
6.3.1 Top indent on the left
Let us rst onsider the ase where the top indent is on the left edge. This ase
is given in Figure 17(a), whih one an onstrut by joining the middle fator,
enumerated by T¯ (s, t), with the top one. It is lear, from Figure 17(b), that when
the middle fator is farthest to the right, suh that xed, joined steps of the top
fator form a 1-dimensional loop and the middle fator is wrapped, we may well
form a 1-dimensional loop with the steps along its base. Now, as was shown in
Setion 3.2, moving the last vertial step down to the right-most edge preserves
the self-avoiding ondition. However, we will now need to enumerate the base
aording to a ertain parameter, say t, and when the bottom horizontal steps
hange diretion and form a 1-dimensional loop along the bottom, the length of
the base is double-ounted. We must therefore enumerate these ongurations
aording to the length of this 1-dimensional loop, whih beomes the height
one row shown in the gure, in order to adjust for this. This an be done by
taking the derivative of the pyramid generating funtion to distinguish a height
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ts
(a) The bottom indent is below the
top indent.
s
t
(b) The middle fator is further to the
right than the top fator.
s
t
() The indent fator is farthest to the
right.
(d) The bottom indent is level
with the top indent.
(e) The level indents are interweaved.
> 1
(f) Interweaved indents have a
pyramid top fator.
(g) The bottom indent is above the top
indent.
(h) The top indent is in the or-
ner.
Figure 17: The form of a 2-unimodal polygon with indents on opposite edges.
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at whih to plae the indent. We then remove the right-most height one row that
has weight xt for eah ell, and replae it by a row of at least length one that
weights its ells by xrt, suh that r ounts the right-end length. The generating
funtion is therefore
xrt(1− xt)
1− xrt
(
xty
1− xt
)2 δ
δy
P (xt, y)
y
(30)
We therefore generate the ongurations shown in Figure 17(a), using the inlusion-
exlusion priniple, with the funtion
((
E
[
xy2
1− x− y ·
s
x− s
]
− sv
1− s− v ·
2xy
∆
)
s2
(1− s)3 ⊙s T¯ (s, t)
− x
4t4y2
((1 − xt)2 − y)2
(
t
1− xt2 −
1
1− xt
))
⊙t t
3v
(1− t)3(1− t− v) . (31)
Now, if the indent fator is farthest to the right, it is of the form shown in
Figure 17(). This form is very similar to the adjustment we had to make in the
previous enumeration and its generating funtion follows mutatis mutandis.
The ase in whih the indents are side by side is shown in Figure 17(d), (e)
and (f). These are straight-forward to enumerate using our standard tehniques,
as is part (g), whih depits the ase where the bottom indent is higher than
the top indent.
6.3.2 Top indent in the orner
Let us now onsider the ase where the top indent is in the orner. Its form is
shown in Figure 17(h), where it an be seen to be similar to the form of part
(a) of the gure. Due to this symmetry, we must ensure that the top, pyramid
fator is of at least height two. Its generating funtion then follows from the
enumeration of parts (a) to () of the gure mutatis mutandis.
6.4 Case 3: indents in dierent diretions, on the same edge
We now onsider 2-unimodal polygons that have indents in dierent diretions
on the same edge of the polygon. We note that this means that they are either on
the same side, or one is in the orner and the other is not. Now, the ases where
one indent is on the left are symmetrial, up to an interhange of variables, with
ases with one indent on the bottom. We therefore only onsider those ases
where there is an indent on the left, or they are both in the orner.
We start by onsidering the two ases where they are on the same side. There
are two distint ases: when both indents are on the left edge and when they
are in the orner. In either ase, when the vertial indent is below the horizontal
one, the polygon is loally onave around the indent, in the Eulidean sense.
For example, see Figures 18(a) and (). Otherwise the polygon is loally onvex
around the indents, as in Figure 18(b) and (d).
The remaining polygons have indents on adjaent sides. The only ases we
have to onsider therefore have one indent on the left edge and one in the orner.
These are: when the left indent is vertial and when it is horizontal.
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We note that if a vertial (resp. horizontal) indent touhes the top (resp.
right) edge of the minimum bounding retangle, it ould be onsidered to be on
the left (resp. bottom) edge or in the orner. We arbitrarily hoose to inlude
suh polygons in the ase where the indents are on dierent sides.
6.4.1 Indents on the left edge
Loally onave. When the two indents form a onave edge, they are of the
form shown in the rst diagram of Figure 18(a). We note that they must have
a top fator of width at least two, giving the generating funtion
y SP2Z
(
E
[
x2u∗
(1− y)(1− x− y)(x− u∗)2
]
− 2xSP
∆2
)
.
There is one sub-lass of polygon whose indents interset, whose form is shown
in the seond diagram. These are enumerated by
yuSPE
[
x
(1− y)(1 − x− y)
(
u∗
(x− u∗) −
x
1− x
)]
− 2SP4Z3.
Loally onvex. When the two indents form a onvex edge, they are of the
form shown in Figure 17(b). Again, there is a sublass whose indents interset
given in the seond diagram. We note that the vertial indent may not lie along
the top of the minimum bounding retangle, and so the top fator must be of
height greater than one. The generating funtion is given by standard methods.
6.4.2 Indents in the orner
Loally onave. In this ase, the horizontal indent is above the vertial one.
And so, if the indents are distint, as in the left diagram of Figure 18(), the
top fator is a pyramid with a horizontal indent. This is therefore enumerated
by P ′(u, y), given by equation (24), and the overall generating funtion is
I · P ′(u, y) ·
(
SPZ + v
1− x
)
, (32)
whih an be re-expressed in the following form that is symmetri in x and y
to reet its geometrial symmetry: (1 + u)(1 + v)SP4Z3/(1− x)(1− y). Oth-
erwise, there is a 2-dimensional indent, as in the right diagram in the gure.
Noting that the vertial (resp. horizontal) indent fator an extend further to
the right (resp. top) than the bottom (resp. top) fator, the generating funtion
for this ase is
I · I¯(1− (1− u)(1− v))
(
SPZ + u
1− y
)(
SPZ + v
1− x
)
.
Loally onvex. There are no ompliations in this ase. We again note that
the indents may not lie along the edge of the minimum bounding retangle.
Thus, the generating funtion an be given on inspetion of Figure 18(d), and
simplied to (u+ v)SP5Z3/xy.
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(a) The indents form a onave region on the left edge.
(b) The indents form a onvex region on the left edge.
() The indents form a onave region in the orner.
(d) The indents form a onvex region in the orner.
Figure 18: The form of a 2-unimodal polygon with indents in opposite diretions.
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6.4.3 Horizontal indent on left, vertial indent in orner
When there is a horizontal indent on the left edge, and a vertial one in the
orner, the polygons are of the form depited in Figure 19. They are divided
into four lasses, aording to the position of the horizontal indent relative to
the vertial indent: above, next-to, adjaent and below. We say that the indents
are next to eah other if the indentations formed overlap in height. If the hump
of the indent fator (whih is the non-onvex part of the interior of the polygon)
is at the same height as the vertial indent, we say that they are adjaent.
When the horizontal indent is above the one in the orner, we see that
reeting the top, pyramid fator would give the ase where both indents are
in the orner, suh that the polygon is loally onave around the indents. This
implies that the indents are distint, as in the rst example of Figure 18(),
whih is enumerated by II¯y SPZ(1/(1 − x) + uZ)(SP/(1 − y) + uZ).
When the horizontal indent is next to or below the one in the orner, the
generating funtion is obtained simply by standard methods. This is also true for
when the horizontal indent fator is adjaent to the vertial indent, exept that
we note that the pyramid fator in the rst quadrant an be empty, as shown
in the seond diagram of Figure 19(). In this ase, the generating funtion is
given by
(
s
1− s
)2( 1
1− x +
s2
x− s2
)
sy
1− s− y
(
y
1− y +
(1− s)2
(1− s)2 − y
)
⊙s xsty
1− xs− ty ⊙t
ut2
(1− t)2(1− u− t)
+
(
s
1− s
)2( 1
1− x +
s2
x− s2
)
y
1− y
⊙s xsty
1− xs− ty ⊙t
ut3
(1− t)2(1− u− t) .
6.4.4 Vertial indent on left, horizontal indent in orner
The lass of polygons that have a vertial indent on the left edge and a horizontal
one in the orner, as shown in Figure 20(d), is equivalent to the seond ase of
Figure 20(a), after one ips the right fator and the horizontal indent. However,
there are three dierenes:
 we must allow the possibility of the indent touhing the top of the mini-
mum bounding retangle, suh that it is at least as high as the left fator;
 when the indent is the highest fator and intersets itself, as in Fig-
ure 20(e), a vertial indent an be plaed next to the width one indent
fator (the hump) in the top right, and the resulting polygon will be
self-avoiding; and
 the right, pyramid fator must be of at least height two, for when the
indent lies along the right edge, we have hosen to onsider this to be on
the bottom edge, rather than in the orner.
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(a) The left indent is above the one in the
orner.
(b) The left indent is next to the verti-
al one.
() The indent fator is adjaent to the vertial indent.
(d) The left indent is below the other.
Figure 19: The form of 2-unimodal polygons with a horizontal indent on the
left, and a vertial one in the orner.
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(a) A horizontal indent on the bottom.
(b) The symmetrial lass. () The exlusion ase of the sym-
metrial lass.
(d) A horizontal indent in the or-
ner.
(e) The indent fator intersets it-
self.
Figure 20: The form of 2-unimodal polygons with a vertial indent on the left,
and a horizontal one on a dierent edge.
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The rst point adds a 1/(1 − y) term to the expression, and the last adds a
multipliative fator of u/(1−v) to the ontribution of the pyramid. The seond
ase is separate. Taking the derivate of the indent fator gives y2 δδy
(
1
y · y(1−y)
)
=
y2/(1−y)2. This leaves us with the following expression for the overall generating
funtion:
I · y2 δ
δy
( SP3Z
xy
· u
1− v ·
(
1
1− y + vZ
))
+
u
1− v
(
y
1− y
)2
v I SPZ.
6.5 Case 4: indents in dierent diretions, on opposite edges
When the indents of a 2-unimodal polygon are on opposite edges, there is one
on the left and one on the bottom. There are therefore two ases to onsider:
when the left indent is vertial and when it is horizontal.
Before starting, we note that when we enumerate those ases where the
indent lies along the MBR there is one ase that has already been enumerated
in the previous ase: when the vertial indent is on the left perimeter, and the
horizontal indent lies on the right perimeter.
6.5.1 Vertial indent on left, horizontal indent on bottom
When we have a vertial indent on the left and a horizontal indent on the
bottom, an exhange of the variables x and y (orresponding to a reetion in
the x = y axis) is an automorphism, giving the same lass of polygons. Now, if
the vertial indent is to the left of the horizontal one, as depited in Figure 20(a),
there is a stairase fator to the bottom-left, allowing us to plae the indent by
taking the derivative. We an obtain those with their horizontal indent below
the vertial one via an exhange of x and y in the generating funtion. We an
then obtain those polygons whose vertial indent is not to the left by exluding
the double-ounted, symmetrial ase, shown in Figure 20(b), whose vertial
indent is also to the left. And so, we only have to enumerate these two lasses.
Considering those polygons of the form given in Figure 20(a), we an plae
the indent distinguishing a vertial step in the left fator. We must therefore
separate the two ases shown (aording to whether the left or right fator is
highest), as the usual bijetion whih allows us to rejoin these ases does not
distinguish between the ontribution to the height from the two fators. The
rst ase, when the right fator is highest, is enumerated by
Iy2 δ
δy∗
( I¯∗
y∗
Ex
[
u∗v∗
1− x− v∗ ·
x2(1− x)2
(1− x)2 − y
]
− 2xy
∆
· uv
∗
1− u− v∗
)
,
where the derivative is taken to at only on those fators that are asterisked,
and afterward y∗ is equated with y. The ase where the right indent is higher is
simpler, as there is no ontribution to the height from the right fator. We note
that one an ip the right fator to obtain the form shown in Figure 20(d), whose
generating funtion one an write on inspetion. Finally, the symmetri ase,
shown in Figure 20(b), is enumerated using the inlusion-exlusion priniple.
We then note that this enumerates polygons whose xed steps along the base
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of the top-right fator form a 1-dimensional loop, as shown in Figure 20(),
whih we must exlude. Similarly, the xed steps along the left edge may form
a vertial 1-dimensional loop. Surprisingly, the generating funtion simpliies to
xy(1−x−y)/∆3/2, whih is symmetrial in x and y. Thus, the exlusion ase for
both the horizontal and vertial 1-dimensional loop have the same generating
funtion. Finally, the doubly-exluded ase, of both a horizontal and vertial
1-dimensional loop, is re-inluded to give the required result.
6.5.2 Horizontal indent on left, vertial indent on bottom
When the indents of a 2-unimodal polygon onsist of a horizontal one on the
left edge and a vertial one on the bottom, the polygon is of a form depited in
Figure 21. Again, these forms divide the polygons into four parts aording to
the height of the left indent, relative to that of the vertial indent.
When the horizontal indent is above the vertial one, the latter indent ould
be to the right, under, adjaent to, or to the left of the horizontal indent above it.
However, similarly to the previous ase, the latter three sub-ases are symmetri
with other ases, and we need not enumerate them.
All of the following four ases an be enumerated by an inlusion-exlusion
argument, together with our other standard tehniques. We note that we have
to exlude the polygons whose xed steps along the fatorisation lines form a
1-dimensional loop, as in the seond diagram of part (a) of the gure. We also
note that we must enumerate the ases where the indent fators are farthest to
the right or the top.
6.6 The 2-unimodal generating funtion
Combining all of the above ases gives the following generating funtion for
2-unimodal polygons:
A
(u)
2
2x3y3(1− x)3(1− y)3∆5/2
− B
(u)
2
2x3y3(1− x)5(1− y)5((1 − x)2 − y)3((1− y)2 − x)3(1− x− y) , (33)
where A
(u)
2 = 2(1 − x)11x4 − 2(1 − x)9x4(13 − 10x+ 3x2)y + 2(1 − x)7x2(4 − 10x+
77x2− 97x3+40x4− 23x5+3x6)y2− 2(1−x)5x2(38− 109x+328x2− 501x3+314x4−
113x5 − 5x6 − 15x7 + x8)y3 + (1 − x)4(2 − 18x+ 378x2 − 878x3 + 1656x4 − 2024x5 +
1145x6 − 294x7 + 45x8 + 122x9 + 2x10)y4 − (1 − x)3(22 − 188x + 1342x2 − 2610x3 +
3402x4− 3350x5 + 1832x6− 337x7 + 192x8− 159x9 − 40x10 + 2x11)y5 + (1− x)(110−
1012x+ 4640x2− 10118x3 + 12949x4− 11749x5 + 7989x6− 3394x7 + 177x8 + 213x9 +
175x10−120x11+12x12)y6+(−330+2958x−10938x2+21112x3−24520x4+19285x5−
11383x6 + 5556x7 − 1584x8 − 611x9 + 555x10 − 160x11 + 28x12)y7 + (660 − 5172x +
14664x2− 20918x3+17843x4− 10049x5+3571x6− 1584x7+1342x8− 295x9+82x10−
32x11)y8 + (−924 + 6300x− 13980x2 + 14186x3 − 8426x4 + 3578x5 + 36x6 − 611x7 −
295x8− 24x9+14x10)y9+(924− 5460x+9708x2− 6454x3+2105x4− 1350x5− 38x6+
555x7+82x8+14x9)y10+(−660+3372x−5012x2+1968x3+250x4+547x5− 295x6−
160x7− 32x8)y11+(330− 1458x+1930x2− 496x3− 431x4− 33x5+132x6+28x7)y12−
2(1−x)2(55−101x+7x2+35x3+6x4)y13−2(1−x)3(−11+4x+x2)y14−2(1−x)3y15
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(a) The left indent is above the one on the bottom.
(b) The left indent is next to the verti-
al one.
() The indent fator is adjaent to the
vertial indent.
(d) The left indent is below the other.
Figure 21: The form of 2-unimodal polygons with a horizontal indent on the
left, and a vertial one on the bottom.
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and B
(u)
2 = −2(1− x)18x4 + 2(1− x)16x4(20− 26x+ 5x2)y − 2(1− x)14x2(4 − 10x+
189x2−464x3+388x4−122x5+10x6)y2+2(1−x)12x2(66−243x+1343x2−4004x3+
5623x4− 4025x5 +1459x6− 230x7 +10x8)y3 − (1− x)10(2− 20x+ 1096x2− 5130x3 +
17888x4 − 49004x5 + 86111x6 − 92423x7 + 60313x8 − 23283x9 + 4864x10 − 440x11 +
10x12)y4+(1−x)8(36− 404x+6712x2− 34332x3+107222x4− 257436x5+471559x6−
618724x7+559981x8−341505x9+135916x10−33115x11+4316x12−220x13+2x14)y5+
(1− x)6(−306 + 3806x− 36028x2 + 177500x3− 546201x4 + 1230135x5− 2183847x6 +
3061206x7−3288667x8+2624163x9−1512420x10+609513x11−163267x12+26485x13−
2144x14 + 52x15)y6 − (1− x)4(−1632+ 22272x− 170304x2 + 786188x3− 2405909x4 +
5350296x5 − 9271113x6 + 13015854x7 − 14902848x8 + 13692922x9 − 9840757x10 +
5379124x11 − 2166934x12 + 616413x13 − 115521x14 + 12519x15 − 582x16 + 4x17)y7+
(1 − x)3(−6120 + 84760x − 581646x2 + 2434626x3 − 6888332x4 + 14198657x5 −
22614758x6+29071458x7− 30896121x8+27177494x9− 19436717x10+10987113x11−
4750238x12+1510618x13−334368x14+46862x15−3416x16+72x17)y8−(1−x)2(−17136+
240688x − 1579636x2 + 6285816x3 − 16975856x4 + 33355749x5 − 50170572x6 +
60137293x7− 59249831x8+48829663x9− 33627193x10+18983318x11− 8514558x12+
2920248x13−729963x14+123709x15−12407x16+524x17)y9−(1−x)(37128−528528x+
3424538x2− 13385812x3 + 35510647x4− 68394451x5 + 100101788x6− 115262274x7+
107466746x8−83069604x9+53987064x10−29441819x11+13202121x12−4701667x13+
1271236x14 − 245731x15 + 30752x16 − 2002x17 + 28x18)y10 + (63648 − 917696x +
5965232x2− 23360456x3+62122407x4− 119859819x5+175071125x6− 199526930x7+
181725867x8−135067367x9+83428883x10−43315180x11+18849138x12−6726629x13+
1892384x14−397178x15+57372x16−4893x17+152x18+4x19)y11+(−87516+1189760x−
7206914x2+26101372x3− 63794722x4+112416740x5− 148870993x6+152402508x7−
123199222x8+80108387x9− 42643940x10+18849138x11− 6931650x12+2077871x13−
484525x14+81618x15−8776x16+446x17+2x18)y12+(97240−1241240x+7002476x2−
23476728x3 + 52823226x4− 85191730x5 + 102552835x6− 94614843x7 + 68159388x8−
38932682x9 + 17903788x10 − 6726629x11 + 2077871x12 − 519020x13 + 99499x14 −
13256x15+991x16−16x17−2x18)y13+(−87516+1043900x−5472038x2+16957822x3−
35081419x4 + 51716269x5 − 56520264x6 + 46940030x7 − 30104049x8 + 15085017x9 −
5972903x10+1892384x11− 484525x12 +99499x13− 15652x14 +1683x15− 86x16)y14 +
(63648−705536x+3423376x2−9772052x3+18515467x4−24837930x5+24516909x6−
18219941x7+10332058x8−4503883x9+1516967x10−397178x11+81618x12−13256x13+
1683x14−156x15+6x16)y15+(−37128+380016x−1697802x2+4439228x3−7652806x4+
9266605x5−8180675x6+5376370x7−2657724x8+989788x9−276483x10+57372x11−
8776x12 + 991x13 − 86x14 + 6x15)y16 + (17136 − 160720x+ 656508x2 − 1559760x3 +
2421888x4− 2613261x5+2030050x6− 1155943x7+485274x8− 149047x9+32754x10−
4893x11+446x12− 16x13)y17 +(−6120+ 52120x− 192822x2+411534x3− 566923x4+
534144x5 − 355377x6 + 169105x7 − 57326x8 + 13455x9 − 2030x10 + 152x11 + 2x12 −
2x13)y18 + (1632 − 12480x + 41276x2 − 77826x3 + 92923x4 − 73915x5 + 40129x6 −
14871x7+3632x8− 524x9+28x10+4x11)y19− 2(1−x)4(153− 424x+392x2− 155x3+
36x4)y20 + 4(1− x)5(9− 8x+ x2)y21 − 2(1− x)5y22
7 Enumerating 2-onvex polygons
There is a hoie of side when the indent ours at the edge, that is, touhing the
MBR. We hoose to dene this aording to the relative position of the indents,
suh that they our either on the same side, or the losest possible sides. This
is relevant to Cases 3 and 4, but is in ontrast to the hoie made in Cases 3 and
4 of the previous setion. However, the hoie is arbitrary and does not make a
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Figure 22: The form of a 2-onvex polygon with both indents on the same side.
dierene to the methodology.
In our `divide-and-onquer' approah, we fator the polygons along lines
that run along the base of the indentations. When the indents are in dierent
diretions, we an therefore divide the plane into four quadrants, by extending
these fatorisation lines. The rst quadrant is in the top-right, and they are
ordered in an anti-lokwise fashion.
7.1 Case 1: indents in the same diretion, on the same edge
If the indents of a 2-onvex polygon are in the same diretion and are on the
same edge, then they an be further lassied aording to whether they are on
the same side or not. We will assume without loss of generality that they are
both vertial and on the top edge.
If one or both of the indents lies along the top edge of the MBR, then they
ould be onsidered to be on either side of the polygon. We hoose by default
that the indents be lassied as on dierent sides, where possible, as this will
fore us to make an adjustment to the easier of the two ases. Moreover, when
the indents lie on the same side, there is a symmetrial ase (e.g. when the
indents are on the top-left and top-right sides) for whih this hoie avoids
double-ounting.
7.1.1 Indents on the same side
If the indents of a 2-onvex polygon are both on the same side, then they are
either at the same height, or they are not. Due to our hoie that the indents
be onsidered on dierent sides where possible, the top fator must be of at
least height two. We refer to Figure 22 for the form of these polygons, whih
is the same as the unimodal ase, exept that the bottom fator an now be
unimodal, not just stairase. We enumerate the top fator as unimodal, and use
wrapping to inlude the ase where the middle or bottom fator touhes the
right edge of the MBR. This is a perfet example of how versatile wrapping is
 there are even exlusion ases that interset in the bottom right orner, with
a 2-unimodal self-avoiding fator that has both indents in the orner.
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We adopt an inlusion-exlusion argument, allowing the unimodal fators
to interset, and then exlude the ones that fator as a 2-unimodal interseting
polygon and a unimodal SAP. Noting that we must now have a top fator of at
least height two, we obtain these generating funtions from Setion 6.2 mutatis
mutandis.
7.1.2 Indents on adjaent sides
When the two vertial indents of a 2-onvex polygon are both on top, but on
adjaent sides, their form is very similar to the previous ase, where the indents
are on the same side. As outlined in the unimodal ase 1 (.f. Figure 15), one we
wrap the polygon suh that the middle fator is the one that touhes the right
edge of the MBR and the top fator is a pyramid, we an take thse polygons and
ip top fator and indent (that is, along the top join) suh that the indents are
on adjaent sides (.f. Figure 15(d)). In this ase the top-right indent is above
the top-left one. Similarly, if the ip is done along the bottom join, we obtain
the ase where the top-right indent is below the top-left one (.f. Figure 15(a)).
Obviously, now that the polygon is not rooted in one orner, these two ases
are symmetrial. The one dierene in this ase is that now the top indent an
extend furthest to the right, and may touh the right edge of the MBR. We
therefore need to inlude this ase as well.
Proeeding as above, mutatis mutandis, the generating funtion when the
indents are at dierent heights is therefore
(
E
[
sy2
1− x− y
(
x
x− s −
1− y
1− y − s
)]
+
P (s, y)
1− x
)
s2
(1− s)3
⊙s T¯ (s, t) ⊙t 1
1− tEy
[
ty2
1− t− y
(
(1− y)2
(1− y)2 − x +
x
1− x
)(
x
1− x− y
)2 ]
− 2xy
∆
· Iy3 δ
δy
I SPZ
y
(
uZ +
1
1− x
)
,
and the ase where the indents are at the same height is obtained similarly.
7.1.3 The generating funtion.
The above two generating funtions ombine, with a multiple of two for the
symmetry of the indents being on the same side, to give the generating funtion
for 2-onvex polygons with both vertial indents on top. This result then gives
the overall generating funtion
2A(x, y)
x2y2(1− x)2(1− y)2((1− y)2 − x)((1 − x)2 − y)∆7/2
+
2B(x, y)
x2y2(1− x)2(1− y)2((1 − y)2 − x)2((1− x)2 − y)2∆4 , (34)
where A(x, y) and B(x, y) an be found in [14℄. We note thatA(x, y) isO(x17y17),
A(x, x) is O(x20), B(x, y) is O(x21y21), B(x, x) is O(x26).
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st
> 0
(a) The middle and top fators touh
the left and right edges respetively.
s
t
(b) The middle fator touhes both
the left and the right edges.
t
s
> 0
() The top indent touhes the left edge
and the top fator touhes the right.
t
s
(d) The top indent touhes the left edge
and the middle fator touhes the left.
Figure 23: The form of 2-onvex polygons with indents on opposite sides.
7.2 Case 2: indents in the same diretion, on opposite edges
The ase where the indents are in the same diretion, but on opposite edges,
is equivalent to Case 2 of the 2-unimodal polygon enumeration of the previous
setion, whose form is depited in Figure 17. Now the polygon is no longer
rooted in the bottom left orner, and so we break up the enumeration into two
parts that are equivalent to those of the last setion.
7.2.1 Indents on opposite sides
When the indents of a 2-onvex polygon are on opposite sides, its form is as
depited in Figures 17(a)(e) and (g), exept that the bottom left fator is
unimodal. We note that the form shown in part (f) of the gure has the indents
on opposite edges, but adjaent sides, and does not belong to this ase. When
the bottom indent is below the top indent, the form is as shown in part (a)
of the gure. Proeeding as per Setion 6.3, we join the top unimodal fator
and indent to the middle stairase fator, wrapping the resulting polygon suh
that the middle fator may touh the right edge of the MBR. However, again,
when the base of the stairase fator is folded, as in part (b) of the gure,
an adjustment must be made. The top two thirds of the polygon is therefore
enumerated as in equation (31).
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What is dierent about the onvex ase is that we annot simply apply the
same logi to join the bottom fator as before, when we ould adjust for the
folding of the base before applying the join. Now, if we intend adding a unimodal
fator to the bottom that an be wrapped, suh that it beomes a pyramid, we
must then remove the ases where the top indent is folded. Consideration of this
ase will reveal that the top join requires that the top-right unimodal fator must
not be folded, or the join will have a fator s/(x−s) on one side, and s2x/(1−s2x)
on the other, whih auses the result to diverge. Enumerating the ases that
were enumerated by the folded fator separately makes the enumeration just as
ompliated as if we never folded the bottom fator in the rst plae! And so
we don't, but instead enumerate the two ases determined by whether or not
the middle fator touhes the left edge of the MBR.
We therefore proeed by enumerating the ases where the bottom-left uni-
modal fator touhes the left edge of the MBR by following the unimodal ases
in Setion 6.3 mutatis mutandis. The ase where it is the middle fator that
touhes the left edge an be divided into two parts, as shown in Figure 23(a)
and (b), whih are also generated by standard tehniques. We note that the
latter ase is the rst instane where we require the onvex generating funtion
from Setion 3.4.3 that is enumerated aording to both its top and bottom
perimeter. We also need to generate the symmetrial ases where either indent
(but not both) touhes the side. Their form is shown in Figures 23() and (d).
7.2.2 Indents on adjaent sides
The seond part of the enumeration of 2-onvex polygons with their indents
on opposite edges is when they are on adjaent sides. This is equivalent to the
unimodal ases depited in Figures 17(f) and (h). We enumerate them by taking
the previous lasses with indents on opposite sides, and ipping the bottom
fator and indent.
Now, let us onsider the opposite-side ases shown in Figure 23. It is evident
that if the bottom fator and indent are reeted suh that the indent is to
the left, it will now be on the adjaent side. Furthermore, we notie that parts
() and (d) of the gure show when the top indent touhes the left-edge of the
MBR. If we have swapped the bottom fator and indent in these ases, it ould
be the bottom fator that touhed the right edge of the MBR. There is therefore
an extra ase to enumerate.
There is another fat that we must note  that if the top or bottom fators
are of height one, then they were enumerated above, as the indent ould be
onsidered to be on either of two sides. We must therefore re-do the enumeration
of the polygons of Figure 23, but with fators of minimum height two. (We note
that it is helpful to rst enumerate the extra ases with fators of minimum
height one and then ombine them with the results from above to verify the
total against series whih inlude the double-ounted polygons.)
We nish by noting that the interweaved ase, equivalent to the unimodal
polygons shown in Figure 17(f), does not follow as simply from the unimodal
enumeration as the other ases. By making a unimodal fator wrap a pyramid
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bottom fator, we obtain the generating funtion
x2(1 + x)
(1− x)3
((
E
[
xy
1− x− y ·
y
1− x ·
s
x− s
]
− 2xy
∆
· sv
1− s− v
)
×
(
s
1− s
)2
⊙s
(
P (xs, y)− xsy
1− xs
)
− 2xy
∆
· vI (P (u, y)− SP)
)
. (35)
7.2.3 The generating funtion.
Summing the above two results gives the generating funtion for polygons with
two vertial indents on opposite edges, with one being in the top-left orner. To
obtain the generating funtion for all those with two vertial indents on opposite
edge we multiply by two, due to symmetry. However, we are now double-ounting
the ase where the top and bottom indents touh the top and bottom of the
MBR respetively. Denoting Φnx = (δ/δx)
n/n!, this ase is generated by
Φ4sΦ
4
t (stC(s, t)) +
4x
1− xΦ
3
sΦ
4
t
(
tU¯(s, t)
)
+ 2
(
x
1− x
)2 (
Φ3sΦ
3
t T¯ (s, t) + Φ
2
sΦ
4
t (tP (xs, t)/s)
)
. (36)
Then, a hange of variables gives the generating funtion for two horizontal
indents, whih in turn gives the following generating funtion for 2-onvex poly-
gons with indents on opposite edges:
−2A(x, y)
x2y2(1− x)3(1− y)3∆7/2
+
B(x, y)
x2y2(1− x)7(1− y)7((1 − x)2 − y)2((1− y)2 − x)2∆4 , (37)
where A(x, y) and B(x, y) an be found in [14℄. We note thatA(x, y) isO(x15y15),
A(x, x) is O(x19), B(x, y) is O(x26y26), B(x, x) is O(x36).
7.3 Case 3: indents in dierent diretions, on the same edge
We now onsider two out of three ases whih enumerate 2-onvex polygons
with indents in dierent diretions: where the indents are on the same side and
where they are on adjaent sides. This is equivalent to Case 3 of the 2-unimodal
polygon enumeration of the previous setion. When they are on the same side,
they form a loally onave or onvex region, as per Figures 18() and (d)
respetively. When they are on adjaent sides, their form is equivalent to that
shown in Figure 19.
7.3.1 Loally onave
If the polygon's indents form a loally onave region, they are of the form
depited in Figure 18(). Aside from the walk between the two indents (whih
is in the rst quadrant by denition) the polygon an either enter the rst or
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the third quadrant, but not both. Those polygons whih do not enter either
quadrant, passing through the origin, we will onsider to be passing through
the rst quadrant.
Third quadrant. Let us rst onsider those polygons that enter the third
(bottom-left) quadrant. The indents are both in the rst quadrant, within whih
the polygon is enumerated by Q1(s, t) = s
2t2(s + t)/(1 − s)(1 − t)(1 − s − t).
Considering the fator in the seond quadrant, we dene
Q2(x, y; s, t) =
(
y
(1− x)2 − y +
1
1− y
)
ty
1− x− ty ·
x2s
1− xs,
and, by symmetry, Q4(x, y; s, t) = Q2(y, x; t, s). And so, as the fator in the
third quadrant is simply a direted walk, we have the following inlusion ase:
E
[
Q2(x, y
∗; p, t)Q2(y, x
∗; q, s)⊙p,q,s,t Q1(s, t) · pq
1− p− q
]
.
Wrapping then forms all of the required polygons, inluding those ases where
the polygon is unimodal in the thrid quadrant. The polygon may therefore in-
terset in any of the seond, third or fourth quadrant, forming unimodal loops.
Completing the inlusion-exlusion argument by removing those interseting
polygons, enumerated as per the inusion ase mutatis mutandis, gives the de-
sired result.
First quadrant. We will now onsider those polygons that pass through the
origin, or enter the rst quadrant. Aside from the indents, the fator in the
rst quadrant is stairase. We must join unimodal fators to the bottom and
to the left, unless the indent fators touh the MBR, in whih ase, the seond
and fourth quadrant fators must be pyramids. As the unimodal fators an
interset themselves in the seond and fourth quadrants, we adopt the usual
inlusion-exlusion argument, and the generating funtion follows via standard
tehniques.
7.3.2 Loally onvex
When the indents form a onvex region, the `humps' of the indents are either
distint, in whih ase the polygon does not enter the rst quadrant, or they
are joined by a ommon ell ontained in the rst quadrant. In the rst ase,
the third quadrant fator is stairase, and otherwise it is formed simply by a
direted walk. To this we join two unimodal fators in the seond and fourth
quadrant. The unimodal fators may interset, and we use a standard inlusion-
exlusion approah. `Wrapping' the fators together ensures that all possible
ongurations of the polygons are formed. This means that despite the fat the
fator in the third quadrant is stairase, when it is wrapped, it may interset
itself, forming a unimodal loop in the bottom-left orner. we therefore also need
to exlude this ase.
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To help enumerate the unimodal fators of the seond and fourth quadrant,
let
Q2(s;n) =
sn
(1− s)n+1 ·
sP (x, y∗)
x− s , Q
∗
2(s;n) =
sn
(1− s)n+1 ·
sv∗
1− s− v∗ ,
and we dene Q4 and Q
∗
4 similarly, with x and y interhanged. The inlusion
ase is therefore enumerated by
E
[
Q2(s; 2)Q4(t; 2)
]
⊙s,t F (s, t)
+ E
[
Q2(s; 1)Q4(t; 1) −Q2(s; 0)Q4(t; 0)
]
⊙s,t xsty
1− xs− ty ,
and the other terms follow mutatis mutandis.
7.3.3 The generating funtion for indents on the same side.
Summing the above two results for the polygons that are loally onave and
onvex around their indents gives the following generating funtion for polygons
with indents in dierent diretions on the same side:
xyA(x, y)
2(1 − x)(1− y)∆7/2 +
xyB(x, y)
2(1− x)2(1− y)2∆4 , (38)
where A(x, y) and B(x, y) an be found in [14℄. We note that A(x, y) is O(x8y8),
A(x, x) is O(x9), B(x, y) is O(x10y10), B(x, x) is O(x12).
7.3.4 Indents on adjaent sides
We enumerate this ase by braking it up into parts that are lassied by the
relative height of the indent. As per the previous setion, we say that the indents
are next to eah other if the indentations formed overlap in height. If the hump
of the indent fator, rather than the indentation, is at the same height as the
vertial indent, we say that they are adjaent. And so, the horizontal indent is
either above, next to, adjaent to or below the vertial indent. The form of the
equivalent unimodal polygons are shown in Figure 21. However, there is one ase
missing that was not relevant for the unimodal situation; when the horizontal
indent is above the vertial one, and the polygon touhes the MBR in the seond
quadrant. This ase is depited in Figure 24.
When the horizontal indent is higher, the polygons are of one of the forms
shown in Figures 19(a) or 24. Let us rst enumerate the latter ase, whih has
a signiantly dierent form to the other polygons of this lass. We fatorise
as usual, whih divides the polygon into two main fators: the top and bottom
setions.
We begin by enumerating the top setion. We need to enumerate it aording
the its base. We have not already needed to enumerate 1-unimodal polygons
whose indent is in the orner aording to their base. And so, we break this
setion of the polygon into two parts again by extending a line from the bottom
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sFigure 24: The form of 2-onvex polygons with indents in dierent diretions on
adjaent sides of the polygon and whih touh the left edge of the MBR in the
seond quadrant.
of the indentation (shown in red in the gure). We therefore join an almost-
pyramid polygon to a unimodal polygon and obtain the generating funtion
U c1(s) =
(
y
1− t− y
)2( t
1− t
)2( y
(1− t)2 − y +
1
1− y
)
⊙t U¯(s, t), (39)
where s ounts the base. We then join the indent fator by multiplying by
(xs/(1− xs))2 and join it to the bottom setion.
Now the bottom setion is unimodal, but if it is pyramid, the indent fator
an extend further to the right. We therefore add the pyramid and non-pyramid
fators separately. We do the join in the most straight-forward manner by over-
lapping one row of the top and bottom fators (indiated by the shaded region
in the gure), whih requires a division of the generating funtion by y. In this
ase, we run into the ase where the polygon intersets itself. We must therefore
exlude this interseting ase. The generating funtion is therefore given by
1
y
(U c1(s)− U c1(1))
(
xs
1− xs
)2
⊙s U¯(s/x) + P (s, y)
(
1− s
1− x − 1
)
, (40)
where U¯(s) is the unimodal polygon generating funtion, with s ounting the
bottom perimeter, and P (x, y) is the pyramid generating funtion.
If the horizontal indent ours above the vertial one, but the polygon
touhes the left edge of the MBR in the third quadrant, its form is as depited
in Figure 19(a), exept that the bottom fator is onvex. The ase where the left
perimeter is in the seond quadrant is obtained via wrapping. The remaining
three ases are all obtained by a similar extension of the unimodal ase mutatis
mutandis.
7.3.5 The generating funtion.
In the above derivation, we have taken the position and diretion of one in-
dent, and then assumed that the other indent is one the next side, following
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Figure 25: The form of 2-onvex polygons with indents in dierent diretions on
opposite sides of the polygon that do not enter the third quadrant.
the polygon in one of the two possible orientations. However, those polygons
whose indent is on the other adjaent side also belong to this lass. We obtain
their generating funtion by swapping the variables x and y. And so, the total
generating funtion is
A(x, y)
(1− x)(1 − y)∆5/2 −
B(x, y)
(1− x)(1 − y)((1− x)2 − y)((1 − y)2 − x)∆4 , (41)
where A(x, y) and B(x, y) an be found in [14℄. We note that A(x, y) is O(x8y8),
A(x, x) is O(x9), B(x, y) is O(x14y14), B(x, x) is O(x16).
7.4 Case 4: indents in dierent diretions, on opposite edges
We note that if the indents are on opposite edges, they must be on opposite sides,
due to symmetry. We again enumerate this ase by braking it up into parts that
are lassied by the relative height of the indent, adopting the same terminology.
The form of the equivalent unimodal polygons are shown in Figure 21. The only
dierene is that the fator in the third quadrant an now be unimodal. We
note, however, that the indents must not lie along the edge of the MBR, as
these polygons have already been enumerated, in ontrast to the unimodal ase.
As was the ase when the indents were on adjaent sides, there is one new
ase to enumerate. This is when the polygon does not enter the thrid quadrant,
as shown in Figure 25. This is an interesting ase, as we annot proeed as nor-
mal, whih is beause the horizontal and vertial joins (over s and t respetively)
must be done simultaneously
4
. We are fored to re-evaluate our approah and
ome up with a new way to evaluate suh onstrutions. Using wrapping, we
an make a unimodal fator on top by making the top fator stairase and add
double-bonds to the bottom fator, whih wrap the stairase fator. Eah bond
has two steps, ontributing s2 to the weight of the join, as well as a weight of
1/x. This leaves us with the following expression for the bottom fator in the
4
For an illustration of why this is, see [14℄.
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join:
1
1− sE
[
sy2
1− s− y
y
1− s
](
s
1− s
)2( 1
1− x +
s2
x− s2
)
,
where the two terms in the last fator orrespond respetively to the ases where
the indent touhes the right-edge and where only the onvex fator touhes it.
Up until now it has been possible to do joins with suh fators in them by
simplifying other terms and applying the equivalent operations to them. Now
we will have two distint fators that both have expressions of this form, and so
we annot avoid evaluating it. We therefore need to re-express these terms in a
form whih we know how to evaluate, whih we ahieve by noting that
s2
x− s2 = Ex
[
s
x− s
]
. (42)
This therefore ahieves the required wrapping by only applying the E operator
to the 1-dimensional loop part of the join, and not the indent fator.
We now apply this approah to our urrent problem by joining the indents
and pyramid fators to a stairase polygon that is enumerated by its bottom
and side perimeters. `Folding' the stairase fator twie reates a onvex poly-
gon, gives the possibility of interseting itself. We will therefore exlude this
ase, whih is straight-forward to enumerate. Keeping in mind that the pyra-
mid fators must be of at least height two, we obtain the following generating
funtion:
E
[
sy3
1− s− y ·
s2
(1 − s)4
(
s
x− s −
1
1− x∗
)]
⊙s F (s, t) ⊙t
E
[
x3t
1− x− t ·
t2
(1− t)4
(
t
y − t −
1
1− y∗
)]
− (SPZ)3 · I · I¯ · 2xy
∆
. (43)
The reamining four ases are equivalent to those depited in Figure 21. Using
the above appliation of wrapping next to the indents, we obtain the generating
funtions by enumerating the rst quadrant as a direted walk. We note that
the unimodal fator in the third quadrant must be of at least width two, and
of at least height two when the top indent is above the bottom one. The latter
ase is generated by
Ew,x,y,z
[
(wz)2
1− w − z
(
s
1− s
)2 s
1− s− z
(
s
x− s +
1
1− x∗
)
⊙s x
∗y∗
1− x∗s− ty∗ ⊙t
(
t
1− t
)2 t
1− w − t
(
t
y − t +
1
1− y∗
)]∣∣∣∣
w=x,z=y
− I · I¯ · 2xy
∆
· Ew,z
[
(wz)2
1− w − z ·
v∗
1− w − v∗ ·
u∗
1− u∗ − z
]
, (44)
for minimum height and width one, and the required result follows the exlusion
of the height or width one ases. The remaining three results follow mutatis
mutandis, and we refer to [14℄ for the details of the alulations.
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7.4.1 The generating funtion.
The same symmetries in the x = y axis exist for the 2-onvex ase as for the
2-unimodal one, and it is neessary to reet the last three, non-symmetri parts
and add them to the other lasses to get the all possible 2-onvex polygons with
a vertial indent on the top-left side of the polygon and a horizontal one on the
opposite side. Summation gives the following generating funtion:
A(x, y)
2(1− x)(1 − y)∆7/2
− B(x, y)
2(1− x− y)(1− x)2(1− y)2((1 − x)2 − y)2((1− y)2 − x)2∆4 , (45)
where A(x, y) and B(x, y) an be found in [14℄. We note thatA(x, y) isO(x10y10),
A(x, x) is O(x11), B(x, y) is O(x19y19), B(x, x) is O(x23).
7.5 The 2-onvex generating funtion
In the above derivations, the diretion and position of one of the indents was
hosen arbitrarily, suh that the diretion and position of the other determined
whih sub-lass the polygon belongs to. Therefore, when the two indents are
in dierent diretions, the ardinality of the set of possible ombinations of
diretion and loation for the xed indent is four. When the indents are in the
same diretion, both diretions are enumerated by the generating funtions. If
the indents are on the same edge, the ardinality is two. If they are opposite,
it is one. We note that we obtained the bimodal 2-onvex generating funtion
in Setion 2. We therefore obtain the generating funtion for 2-onvex polygons
by summing the results, multiplying eah term by the ardinality of the lass it
ounts. This gives the following generating funtion for 2-onvex polygons:
−4A(c)2
(1− x)3x2(1− y)3y2∆7/2
− B
(c)
2
(1− x)7x2(1− y)7y2((1 − x)2 − y)3((1− y)2 − x)3(1− x− y)∆4 , (46)
where A
(c)
2 = (1− x)11x4 − 3(1− x)9x4(5− 2x+ x2)y+ (1− x)7x2(4− 12x+103x2−
79x3 +31x4− 11x5 +3x6)y2− (1− x)5x2(40− 124x+455x2− 533x3+264x4− 69x5−
21x6 − 3x7 + x8)y3 + (1− x)3(1− 12x+ 232x2 − 742x3 + 1696x4 − 2297x5 + 1626x6−
539x7 + 133x8 + 3x9 − 56x10 + 3x11)y4 + (1 − x)2(−11 + 119x − 943x2 + 2443x3 −
4014x4 + 4513x5 − 3054x6 + 867x7 − 58x8 + 221x9 − 137x10 − 11x11 + x12)y5 + (1 −
x)(55−542x+2765x2−6154x3+8193x4−7901x5+5521x6−2140x7−284x8+430x9+
19x10 − 81x11 + 7x12)y6 + (−165 + 1503x− 5996x2 + 11929x3 − 14004x4 + 11488x5−
7661x6 + 4474x7 − 1456x8 − 506x9 + 504x10 − 160x11 + 18x12)y7 + (330 − 2502x +
7381x2 − 10693x3 + 8925x4− 4846x5 + 1856x6− 1456x7 + 1364x8− 328x9 + 103x10 −
22x11)y8 + (−462 + 2898x − 6353x2 + 6348x3 − 3639x4 + 1204x5 + 714x6 − 506x7 −
328x8− 32x9 +10x10)y9 +(462− 2394x+3925x2− 2349x3+873x4− 637x5− 411x6 +
504x7+103x8+10x9)y10 +(−330+ 1422x− 1797x2+434x3+47x4+484x5− 100x6−
160x7 − 22x8)y11 + (165 − 603x+ 632x2 − 4x3 − 180x4 − 114x5 + 88x6 + 18x7)y12 −
(1− x)2(55− 67x− 18x2 + 27x3 + 7x4)y13 − (1 − x)3(−11 + x2)y14 − (1 − x)3y15
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and B
(c)
2 = 4(1−x)26x4−4(1−x)24x4(30−20x+7x2)y+4(1−x)22x2(4−12x+433x2−
580x3+368x4−128x5+21x6)y2−4(1−x)20x2(100−360x+4214x2−8192x3+7616x4−
4297x5+1528x6− 350x7+35x8)y3+4(1−x)18(1− 12x+1252x2− 5226x3+32426x4−
76437x5 + 93156x6 − 70591x7 + 36061x8 − 12917x9 + 3217x10 − 532x11 + 35x12)y4 −
(1 − x)16(104 − 1296x+ 42936x2 − 198752x3 + 859020x4 − 2164230x5 + 3180634x6 −
3007804x7 + 1964426x8 − 927123x9 + 322834x10 − 83390x11 + 15842x12 − 1961x13 +
84x14)y5+(1−x)14(1300−16868x+289112x2−1412308x3+5065708x4−12664938x5+
20907814x6 − 23411754x7 + 18540432x8 − 10767204x9 + 4716295x10 − 1577652x11 +
403402x12− 79358x13 +12073x14− 1114x15 + 28x16)y6 − (1− x)12(10400− 140832x+
1632176x2 − 8077604x3 + 26714752x4 − 64771716x5 + 113604188x6 − 143655868x7 +
132836186x8− 91595522x9+48102042x10− 19641626x11+6301753x12− 1574826x13+
304364x14 − 47486x15 + 6143x16 − 400x17 + 4x18)y7 − (1− x)10(−59800+ 846768x−
7892920x2+38780872x3−125239164x4+297723354x5−537008734x6+736108516x7−
767512896x8 + 611776002x9 − 375779397x10 + 180183183x11 − 68757620x12 +
21225217x13 − 5236463x14 + 983039x15 − 136742x16 + 16579x17 − 1952x18 +
78x19)y8 + (1 − x)8(−263120 + 3902272x − 32692880x2 + 159495728x3 −
518222904x4 + 1235851899x5 − 2273834564x6 + 3286427610x7 − 3744105010x8 +
3360169186x9 − 2372247082x10 + 1316981454x11 − 578123374x12 + 204616292x13 −
60356681x14 + 15025753x15 − 2968864x16 + 408498x17 − 36191x18 + 3653x19 −
450x20 + 7x21)y9 + (1 − x)6(920920 − 14323848x + 115445704x2 − 565821908x3 +
1881114592x4 − 4595055622x5 + 8689038821x6 − 13096803662x7 + 15935786206x8 −
15697620474x9+12485332431x10−7965917640x11+4040636749x12−1619517767x13+
518745262x14 − 140030433x15 + 34601374x16 − 7726101x17 + 1290999x18 −
115181x19 + 1171x20 − 68x21 + 43x22)y10 + (1 − x)4(−2631200 + 42965472x −
346781248x2 + 1732729172x3 − 5960460908x4 + 15133786878x5 − 29768776966x6 +
46871962702x7−60257832295x8+63871376160x9−55950160750x10+40346497476x11−
23700589523x12+11139364197x13−4087427426x14+1145559467x15−251575315x16+
52651169x17 − 13478667x18 + 3310337x19 − 518486x20 + 32936x21 + 909x22 +
2x23 + 3x24)y11 − (1− x)3(−6249100+ 100966228x− 786008036x2 + 3790621220x3−
12634194004x4+31120468774x5−59333283779x6+90481426644x7−112836337344x8+
116619494723x9 − 100526269572x10 + 72257250633x11 − 42935196678x12 +
20646926051x13 − 7717297655x14 + 2081066620x15 − 344551302x16 + 19708982x17 −
190245x18+2604586x19−1089925x20+167990x21−5325x22−819x23+5x24)y12− (1−
x)2(12498200 − 200432672x + 1523814896x2 − 7173568104x3 + 23394202064x4 −
56432397385x5 + 105258925336x6 − 156756419659x7 + 190737577732x8 −
192647570536x9 + 163201860685x10 − 116641434399x11 + 70265808073x12 −
35189781755x13 + 14129858643x14− 4206300270x15 + 752961328x16 + 2762280x17−
41077210x18 + 8781488x19 + 172960x20 − 372435x21 + 59206x22 − 2116x23 −
89x24 + 11x25)y13 − (1 − x)(−21246940 + 339297288x − 2543202516x2 +
11796257160x3−37956243060x4+90389633588x5−166278246916x6+243693863948x7−
291099521233x8 + 288163147560x9 − 239402103854x10 + 168782468152x11 −
101938448323x12 + 52836781903x13 − 23089813175x14 + 8076150924x15 −
2006509792x16+229306444x17+52941397x18−29443771x19+5233574x20−137308x21−
96084x22 + 13023x23 − 102x24 + 33x25)y14 + (−30904640 + 493047872x −
3671274848x2+16909765768x3−54076869168x4+128034624944x5−233957204524x6+
339860131708x7 − 401161475162x8 + 390960587591x9 − 318456383150x10 +
219480309921x11 − 130108934416x12 + 67655799311x13 − 31165964099x14 +
12455845878x15 − 4042728520x16 + 929084638x17 − 93195098x18 − 24059794x19 +
11705293x20 − 1983652x21 + 86582x22 + 23547x23 − 3151x24 − 68x25 + 5x26)y15 +
(38630800 − 579105408x + 4018988224x2 − 17153382704x3 + 50579891852x4 −
109880934764x5 + 183275392200x6 − 241692656260x7 + 257400864147x8 −
224539648706x9 + 161936707748x10 − 97616424050x11 + 50386570178x12 −
23295420511x13+10082660716x14−4042728520x15+1381926138x16−352763968x17+
50
51556603x18 + 1631397x19− 2559687x20 + 547928x21− 54439x22 − 611x23 + 432x24 −
31x25)y16 + (−41602400 + 585761792 ∗ x − 3791089760 ∗ x2 + 15002579968 ∗ x3 −
40793586584 ∗ x4 + 81262920502 ∗ x5 − 123537868000 ∗ x6 + 147559428776x7 −
141331365760x8 + 109736530568x9 − 69193200719x10 + 35421383132x11 −
15013860403x12 + 5709460646x13− 2235816236x14 + 929084638x15 − 352763968x16 +
103409188x17 − 19757856x18 + 1570918x19 + 189358x20 − 71908x21 + 11883x22 −
268x23 + 77x24)y17 + (38630800 − 510758608x + 3084598320x2 − 11324232712x3 +
28395037220x4−51826962892x5+71682098798x6−77353955608x7+66429125667x8−
45706907743x9+24906199156x10−10403200527x11+3174037717x12−706359558x13+
176365047x14−93195098x15+51556603x16−19757856x17+4723092x18−605060x19+
49569x20−3395x21−1253x22−143x23)y18+(−30904640+383692992x−2163792656x2+
7374341864x3− 17053687520x4+28497776084x5− 35790327136x6+34800116028x7−
26729224736x8+ 16280988977x9− 7648226004x10+ 2524992746x11− 406853569x12−
93698188x13 + 82385168x14− 24059794x15 + 1631397x16 + 1570918x17 − 605060x18 +
66554x19−4454x20+1819x21+202x22)y19+(21246940−247772008x+1305971612x2−
4135556872x3 + 8823936024x4− 13492690928x5 + 15356870874x6− 13416475166x7 +
9196907145x8 − 4978222336x9 + 2052527732x10 − 556811827x11 + 29183400x12 +
58467226x13 − 34677345x14 + 11705293x15 − 2559687x16 + 189358x17 + 49569x18 −
4454x19 − 1368x20 − 110x21)y20 + (−12498200 + 136980272x − 675634696x2 +
1990453776x3 − 3921712444x4 + 5486790816x5 − 5649513210x6 + 4421089360x7 −
2695886222x8 + 1305174655x9 − 491084981x10 + 128534739x11 − 11441768x12 −
8063133x13+5370882x14− 1983652x15+547928x16− 71908x17− 3395x18+1819x19−
110x20)y21 + (6249100− 64433028x+ 297851620x2 − 817733112x3 + 1489860872x4 −
1908408554x5 + 1775572130x6 − 1240442976x7 + 667928313x8 − 289317379x9 +
102644601x10 − 29961766x11 + 6383656x12 − 977036x13 − 41224x14 + 86582x15 −
54439x16+11883x17−1253x18+202x19)y22+(−2631200+25559072x−110940720x2+
284446548x3 − 480234432x4 + 564112724x5 − 474248936x6 + 294904852x7 −
138225516x8 + 52522411x9 − 17224508x10 + 5578263x11 − 1609051x12 + 492963x13 −
109107x14+23547x15−611x16−268x17−143x18)y23+(920920−8444128x+34492144x2−
82799336x3+129893340x4−140307634x5+106798702x6−59095890x7+23639299x8−
7486656x9 + 2001655x10− 644781x11 + 181503x12− 63349x13 + 13125x14− 3151x15 +
432x16 +77x17)y24 +(−263120+ 2283072x− 8798288x2+19829008x3− 28995448x4+
28906719x5−20012600x6+9913898x7−3347134x8+826000x9−124087x10+29300x11−
2853x12 + 1927x13 − 135x14 − 68x15 − 31x16)y25 + (59800 − 492568x + 1795744x2 −
3809804x3+5207920x4− 4809154x5+3046581x6− 1369614x7+399732x8− 78407x9+
2224x10+919x11−834x12+111x13+33x14+5x15)y26+(−10400+81632x−282336x2+
565028x3−723116x4+619222x5−359946x6+148482x7−39609x8+7449x9−326x10−
10x11 +5x12− 11x13)y27 +(1300− 9768x+32140x2− 60712x3+72592x4− 57298x5+
30217x6 − 11207x7 + 2732x8 − 506x9 + 43x10 + 3x11)y28 + (−104 + 752x − 2360x2 +
4200x3 − 4648x4 + 3305x5 − 1506x6 + 448x7 − 78x8 + 7x9)y29 + 4(1− x)7y30.
A Enumerating stairase and unimodal polygons with
m vertial indents on the left side
Proposition A.1. The generating funtion for m-stairase (resp. m-unimodal)
polygons with left-side vertial indents at dierent heights is
ym+1
m!
δ
δy
Im δ
δy
Q
y
, (47)
where I = (SP/y)2 and Q = SP/y (resp. UP/y).
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Figure 26: The onstrution of 3-stairase polygons. Three vertial steps are
seleted as the heights of the indents. All indents are plaed at the rst hoie.
Proof. The form of 3-stairase polygons with only left-side vertial indents an
be seen in Figure 26. This an be generalised to m-unimodal polygons. Stairase
boxed regions are onstruted as above, giving an m − 1 × m grid. By again
fatorising at the points of intersetion, one an onstrut equivalene lasses in
terms of the boxes interseted by the bottom perimeter.
For example, the generating funtion for all lasses whose bottom perimeter
intersets the nth box in the rst row and does not interset any box in the
(n− 1)th olumn, but rather follows the nth olumn down, out of the grid, an
be written as
Im−1 ·
(
δm−1I
δym−1
)
·
(
δ
δy
UP
y
)
.
Hene, all lasses of m-unimodal polygons that are dened by the interse-
tions of boxes have a generating funtion that is determined by the relative
position of the rst box interseted in eah olumn. For example, the path il-
lustrated in Figure 26 intersets the 3rd box in the rst row, and the 2nd box
in the seond row. This lass ould be uniquely desribed by the pair (1, 2) of
the relative positions of these boxes. In general, one needs an (m − 1)-tuple to
lassify lasses as suh. Noting that symmetri lassiations also have the same
generating funtion, one an show that the ardinalities of the sets of lasses
with the same generating funtion math that of the required set of lasses of
m-unimodal polygons.
Remark. The form of the generating funtion ofm-unimodal polygons with only
vertial indents on the left side is as follows:
x(A+
√
∆B)
ym+1∆m+1/2
,
where A (resp. B) is a polynomial of order 4m− 1 (resp. 4m− 2) in both x and
y.
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